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AlexanderJ. Rudolphand his "New

Uniaersity

Jrna ReNz, Director
of Wyoming Library
Laramie

S THE
MEETINGS
of the American Library Association in San
A
in r89r were drawing ro a close, one of the host librarians,
fr
Irancisco
J. V. cheney of the local Public Libiary, made a dramatic announcement:
To the Members of the American Library Association in conuention. It seems
not quite right to allow the litrrarians to ietrr.r, to their severar places of toil
without mention of a matter that may considerably afiect their plains for future
catalog work. Though ir is impossible to give details for perhaps six months ro
come' a general staremenr will suffice by way of notice. Mi. A.
i. R.rdotph, fi.rt
assistant librarian of this library, will bring'out ar an early datle a ne','merhod
of cataloging,.th^e adoprion of which bids"fair to amounr to somerhing like a
revolution; this for the following reasons:_
r. It does away with that very cumbrous thing, the card catalog.
s. It renders unnecessary the printing of caialogs and bullet'ins in volume
form.
Tl" pen is pretty much dispensed wirh, the mosr of the work not only
, .3.
printed_as it proceeds,but the subject-headingsand the subdivisions being
!.eing
distinguished by colored inks.
4. It_solves-the long-sranding problem of a universal catalog.
5. The method insures not only economy, but accuracy rrrd. f,rllners hitherto
impossible.
6' Tt insures speed,one assistantbeing able to do the work of five using the old
methods. Books arriving in the morning:can be fully cataloged the same day, and
the catalog put before the public.
I have said that the new method will accomplish these rather astonishing
things. I believe it will, and, acting on rhe belief, r have suggestedro our
own
Board of Trustees the advisabiliry of delay in further printii! until the time is
ripe for a thorough examinarion of it. Fraiernally yours,
J. V."Cheney.r
ch-e1ey stated that he was not free to divulge the exacr nature of this
remarkable invention
many of the patenis had not yet cleared. Be-since
cause of the extraordinary
nature of the claims made, however, he had
taken the precaution
yir.l{
showing rhe sysrem to the highly-respected
-of
President-Elect of the American Library Association, willi;
i. Fletcher,
*. Paper presented at the joint
meeting of the Resourcesand rechnical sewices
_
Sectionsof the Iowa and NebraskaLibrary-Associations,October eo_zr, r96o.
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Librarian of Arnherst College, who then took the floor to make the following statement:

be seen. But I should probably claim as much for it if it was of my own contrivance.r
The delegates in all probability took this restrained comment by Fletcher
as high iraise, for he had bui recently assisted Poole in compiling the
and was about to bring
of the Ind,ex to Period.ical'Literature
*rirdldiiion

volumes.3

.
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not be misfiled, removed, or stolen were still unperfected. So, too, were
guide cards, follower-blocks, and other devices which eventually would
render the card catalog quite useable. Finally, the cards, being in manuscript, were in a relatively unfamiliar form. In the words of Joseph Green
Cogswell of the Astor Library, "such a catalog is, of course, only fit for
the use of the officersof the Library."r Most library patrons were inclined
to agree. The Boston Transcript professed to speak for all of them when
i t s t a t e di n r 8 8 r :
It is not necessary
to describea "card catalogue,"sinceeveryfrequenterof any
library . . . in which it is in use knows to his sorrow exactlywhat it is, and that
it has wastedmore of his time in the invention of becomingepithetsin its condemnation than he has given to the booksconsultedthrough its use.6
There was another development during the latter half of the nineteenth century which had perhaps even more significance for cataloging.
This one involved a change in the basic function of the catalog. In r85o
most librarians would have agreed that the purpose of a catalog was primarily to enable the reader to determine what books were in the libraryto serve as a "finding list." Gradually, however, the catalog was expected
not only to reveal what books were in the library but also what was in
those books-their subject content. And there were even those librarians
who believed that still another dimension should be added to the catalog
-descriptive and critical annotations of the books. It was not enough,
they said, to leave the reader to an uninstructed choice among the several
books on various subjects. Such basic changesin the nature of the catalog
understandably greatly increased the costsand the difficulties of compiling
and printing catalogs.
As the delegates to the San Francisco Conference listened to the description of Rudolph's "new method of cataloging," they were acutely
aware of all the cataloging problems described above. They must have
recalled that it was primarily in the hope that these cataloging problems
could be solved jointly that they had formed the American Library Association fifteen years previously. They must also undoubtedly have remembered that one of their first acts as an Association was to form the CoOperation Committee, under the chairmanship of Cutter, and to charge
it explicitly with the task of developing some form of cooperative or
centralized cataloging. Lastly, they were certainly aware that all of the
Association's many efforts to solve the cataloging problems in the preceding years had largely come to nought. There is little wonder, then, that
the delegates departed for their homes in varying states of hopefulness,
disbelief, and confusion.
The library profession at large heard nothing more about the "new
method of cataloging" until the following spring. On May 7, r8gz, the
San Francisco Chronicle carried an apparently authorized account of the
invention.T One week later the American Library Association convened
for its fourteenth annual conference in Baltimore. There, for the first
time. librarians heard a full account of the invention-and from no lesser
.
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a person than the President of their association-william r. Fletcher. Mr.
Rudolph's invention, Fletcher stated, "is.a new method of arranging, not
of making, catalogs."s Mr. Fletcher then proceeded.to describe the invention.

entries of which r75 could be viewed at one time.
i From Fletcher's description of the Rudolph Indexer, it must have
been apparent to all except the most naive that the original claims made
for the machine could in no way be substantiated. Shortly, an editorial
appeared in the Nation which took Rudolph and his supporters sharply
to task:
It turns out that the invention is not a new method of cataloguingat all, but
a new way of holding the catalogueafter it is made.. . . It will take just as long
to prepare the catalogueas before; there is no saving in brain-work, no saving in
investigation,no savingin pen-workor type-writingor printing. . . .e
The editorial also noted that, most seriously, the machine could be used
by but one reader at a t ime.
A few weeks later Rudolph replied to these chargesin the columns of
Nation. In answer to the argument that there was no saving in time,
brain-work, and investigation, Rudolph simply replied that in the San
Francisco Public Library the saving was "greater even than was anticipated," and that it could "be appreciated only by actual use of the machine."lo To the charge that there was no saving in "pen-work, or typewriting, or printing," Rudolph described their procedures of cataloging:
The entries for the machineare clipped from library caraloguesand publishers'
lists of recognizedauthority, pasted upon cardboard prepared for the purpose,
then insertedin the linked plates.The plares,being easilyput in or taken out
of the machine,this work is done at the cataloguer'stable, and when finished,
inserted in the machine. No calculation need be made for spacefor future entries, as all the insertions are movable, and new plates may be put in wherever
it is necessary.
By using printed matrer aiready carefully revised,grearerlegibiliry
and accuracyare secured,in addition to the speed.To facilitate the cutting of
the entries for insertion, we use a machine which separatesneatly single nonpareil lines though the spacingbe lessthan one sixty-fourthof an inch.lo
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In an editorial in September of this same year, 1892, the Library Jourrzal observed:

would be longer than the time of writing the titles upon cards, even in the best
librarY hand.11
Such were the criticisms of
ance. Upon seeing it, however,
their judgment of the machine.
viewing it, wrote in their March

the Rudolph Indexer Prior to its appearmany librarians were inclined to improve
T'he editors of the Library Journal, after
issue:

We have had an opportunity of inspecting the perfected Rudolph catalog
machine, and we find it a work of great ingenuity, a remarkable adaptation of
means to endg in which the evident expenditure of a gr:eat deal of thought has
led to a result at once so simple and so apt that the inconsiderate public will
think it required no thought at all. It may work a great revolution in cataloging,
or rather in the method of presenting the catalog to the Public, for cataloging
proper is not affected by it in the least. . . .12
In the summer of this year the library profession at large was Permitted
to view the indexer for the first time at the A.L.A. exhibit at the World's
Fair in Chicago. Tlre Library Journal summarized the delegates'reactions
thus:
No single object shown interested so many people so much as the Rudolph catalog machine. . . . The exravagant claims at first made for this machine, the ridicule with which they were met, the feeling which has been growing in rnany
minds that in view of its achievements and possibilities the original claims, certainly not sustainable literally, were not so absurd as they at first apPeared to be,
rnade many look closely at the specimen which they then saw for the first time,
ffy it in every way, and discuss it thoroughly with each other. The general result
of these debates seems to be that the machine has a very great advantage over
the usual card catalog . . . in presenting many titles to the eye at once; that its
manipulation, though not yet altogether agreeable, will be much less annoying
to the public than picking over cards; that it is as easy to keep in alphabetical
order [o the latest date as the cards. . . .13
put his Indexer into commercial
With
this encouragement, Rudolph
production.
His first advertisement apPeared in the June issue of the
Library !ournal for r893.1a The San Francisco Public Library announced
in March of this same year that the Indexers were being installed there.l5
Other libraries soon followed suit. In a survey of library practices in r894,
Lane reported that the Indexer was used or being seriously considered for
use in the Brooklyn Library; Detroit Public; New Haven, Connecticut,
Free Public Library; Newberry Library; Enoch Pratt Library; Stanford
Public Library. Even the redoubtable
University;
Oakland, California

'
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Cutter was considering its use in the Forbes Library in Northampton,
Massachusetts.l6
In December o{ r8g3 Rudolph also announced that he would shortly
begin to furnish printed catalog cards, under the direction of Charles A.
Cutter, for use with the Indexer.l? He intended to begin with the "A.L.A.
Model Library" and some other libraries which had given him commissions to catalog their books. Ultimately, he intended also to publish cards
for all new books published in the United States and England. For the
time, this was a most ambitious scheme,indeed.
From the outset things did not go well for Rudolph. Simultaneous
with his announcement of a plan for printing cards, the Library Bureau
announced a similar scheme, with the result that Rudolph's plan never
got oft the ground.rT Advertisements of his Indexer, which by now was
also available in book and drawer form, ceasedto appear in the Library
Journal after April of 1894,although the machine was certainly available
after that date.l8 One year later, in April, r8g5, Thomas Kane & Company
announced that they were taking over the sale of the Rudolph Indexers.le
Kane fared little beter. George E. Wire, in his report on classification and
cataloging at the A.L.A. Conference of r8g8, reported that "the Rudolph
Indexer, from which so much was expected . . . has failed even in its new
home."2o He had reference to the Newberry Library where both Cheney
and Rudolph had gone as Librarian and Assistantrespectively.
The reasons for the failure of the Rudolph Indexer are, frankly, not
well documented. It was evident from the first, of course, that the Indexer
was merely a means of presenting the catalog, and did nothing for the
basic problem of compiling the catalog. The Indexer did have one of the
great merits of the book catalog-the simultaneous view of many entries
-combined with the great advantage of the card catalog-the facility for
being kept current with the latest acquisitions. Unlike the book catalog,
however, it could not be taken from the building and was available, in
only one copy. And unlike the card catalog, it was not nearly so flexible.
Its great and probably fatal defect was that only one reader could use it
at a time.
Rudolph did not permit the failure of his Indexer to discourage him
for long. In the March, r88g, issue of Library Journal, he had an article
entitled "The Blue-Print Process for Printing Catalogs."2l This novel
plan, he proclaimed, would enable libraries to publish "a complete catalog
of their books at short periods, say every six months, or even at shorter
intervals." More importantly, "its wonderful simplicity makes it possible
for each library to do its own printing." Once more, the resourceful
Rudolph was off and running.
r. ALA. ",Proceedings
of thel Conferl::J);*rtans,

SanFrancisco,
ocroberrz-r6,

r89r
. Eighth Session." Library Jountal, 16, San Francisco Conference Number,
r8gr, p. rzo.
2. Jervett, Charles C. Appendix to the Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, Containing a Report on the Public Libraries, January r, r85o,
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Printed for the
Slst congfess, rst session. House Miscellaneous, No. 5o. Washington,
House of Representatives, r85o.
u. s. Bureau of Education. Report of the commissioner of Ed.ucation for the Year
r899-tgoo. Washington, Govt. Printing Office, rgor. r, 923-tr65.
Caialogue of the Library of the Peabod.y Institute of the City of Baltim,ore. Baltimore, I. Friedenwald, r883-gz. 5v.
ed. Pittsburgh, PittsCatalog of Boohs in the Carnegie Library ol Pittsburgh.:d
burgh Printing Co., t895.
ol the Library ol the Surgeon-General's Offi.ce. Wzshinston, Govt.
Indix-Catalogue
Printing Office, r88o-95. r6v.
Astor Library. Annual Report, t854. p. 3o.
r88r.
Quoted in "The Astor Library." Library Journal,6:259. Sept.-Oct.
Referred to in an editorial in Nation,54:38o. May rg, 1892.
ALA.. ",Proceedings of thel Conference of Librartans, Lakewood, N. J.' Baltimore,
Session"' Li'brary Journal, r7. Lakewood ConWashington, May 16-zr, r8g2 ...First

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

ference Number, r8gz. p. 23.
Nati.on,54:38o. May rg, r8gz.
"The Progressive Machine Index." Nation,55:r25. Aug. r8, r892.
Li.brary Journal, 17:372. September, r8gz.
Library Journal, 18:69. March, r893.
Ibid,., 18;277-278.August, r893.
Ibitl., r8:2o5. June, r893.
Ibid,., 18:94. March, r893.
L"tt", William C. "Cataloging." Tn Papers Prepared for the World,'s Library Congress,HeId, at the Columbian Expositi'on, ed. by Melvil Dewey. Washington, Govt.
Printing Office, rfor6. p. 839.
r7. "Central Card Cataloging)' Library Journal, r8:5o9. December, r893.
18. Library Journal, 19:150.April,1894.
ry. Ibid,., zo:rrz. April, r895.
zo.,wir", George E...Report on Classification and cataloguing" Library JoLrnal, zg,
Chautauqua Conference Number, 1898. p. zo.
zr. Li.brary Journal, 24iro2-ro5. March, r8grg.
g.
ro.
rr.
n.
rg.
r4.
rg.
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M/SSESPRESSEYAND KENTON LEAVE DEWEY OFFICE
from the LC Decimal
Julia C. Presseyand Alice M. Kenton retired June 3o
claisification office after 29 and 3r years of service. The IC Inlormation Bulle'
fin, in announcing their retirement, said, "In various capacities, the two have
had more to do with the details of Dewey Decimal Classification and its use
than any other living persons." They were dined, wined, and gifted by their LC
colleagues and the Forest Press (publishers of Dewey).
Hard on this event, at the AL,A' Conference, Miss Presseywas awarded the
Melvil Dewey Medal "for her outstanding achievements in the field of classification." The Citation said, "She undoubtedly did more than any other Person
to further Melvil Dewey's dream of uniformity in the use of classification numbers through her assignment of DC numbers on LC cards, throrrgh editing
Notes and. Decisi,ons on the Application of the Decimal classiftcation, and
through consulting with and advising librarians on the interPretation and application of the Decimal Classification."
The gratitude and congratulations of all of us go with both ladies. We hope
that they thoroughly enjoy their new lives in their new home in Claremont,
California.
.
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JohnWilliamCronin
Bnra E. SrrecnrutN, Chief
Catalog dt Records Section
United StatesDepartment ol
A griculture Library, W ashington

\[
fHrx JoHN W. CnoNrNplanned for his fuY Y ture career, he had no idea what that
career would turn out to be. Born in Lewiston, Maine, he grew up in that state and received his Bachelor of Arts degree from Bowdoin College. Law was the career he had in
mind for the future, so it was natural that he
should come to the Nation's capiral to attend
Georgetown University from which he received the Bachelor of Laws degree. It was
while he was attending Georgetown that Mr.
Cronin took his first position in the Library
of Congress. Then, just as now, college students needed money,
this was a way to
John W. Cronin
-and
earn what was needed, and at the same time
to be in a institution where he had at his fingertips legal bibliographical
treasuresinto which to delve.
with a law career still in the forefront of his mind, Mr. cronin be-
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catalogers to lose all of value from this project. He worked closely with
the R. R. Bowker Company, and as a result, Library of Congresscataloging information is being published in Publisher's Weekly. Not content
with this, he is now exploring with book publishers and dealers how they
can supply the books libraries order, with complete sets of catalog cards
enclosed.
The list of Mr. Cronin's successfulaccomplishments on behalf of cataloging, catalop;ers,and libraries in general could go on and on. Sufficeit to
say that, even at the moment this is being written, along with many other
projects such as the third edition of the Union List of Serials,he is deeply
involved in and concerned about the development of the new Code of
Cataloging Rules, not only from the viewpoint of the Library of Congress,but even more from the viewpoint of all libraries.
Over the years, John Cronin has worked closely in advisory and planning capacities with various library associations,but with none has he
worked so arduously as with the American Library Association. Within
the American Library Association, he has been most closely identified
with the Cataloging and Classification Section, and, within that section,
with the Cataloging Policy and Research Committeg-2 66mrnlttee with
which he works strenuously, and one which he continuously inspires to
carry out projects which will benefit the entire cataloging community.
Becauseof these many and varied accomplishments, because libraries
on an international basis have been assistedin ways which would not have
been possible without him, and becausehe encourageshis staff to become
leaders in the field of librarianship, all members of the profession join his
friends in rejoicing that the 196r Margaret Mann Citation has been
awarded to John W. Cronin.

MARGARET

MANN CITATIOI{

Suggestions for the 196z recipient of the Margaret Mann Citation are requested by the Committee on the Award. The Citation is awarded for "significant professional achievement in the fields of cataloging and classification," for
a notable publication, or for an outstanding contribution in teaching, new techniques, or the activities of a professional cataloging association.
According to the new ground rules laid down at the Cleveland Conference,
the recipient should have performed this outstanding service within the past
five years, but need not be an A.L.A. member, nor a United States citizen.
Please submit your suggestionsbefore January r to
Roger P. Bristol, Chairman,
Margaret Mann Award Committee
Alderman Library
Charlottesville, Va.
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Cataloguing
and Reclassification
in the
Universityof TorontoLibrary,1959
/ 60
Lonxa D. Fn-rsnn
Assistant Librarian and Head of the Cataloguing Dept.
Yorh Uniuersity, Toronto; formerly Head, Catalogue Dept.
Uni,uersity of Toronto Library

f N 1956 the University of Toronto Library was requested to consider
I the effect upon its facilities and serviceso{ a doubling in size of the
University within a period of about ten years. The imp,lications of this
anticipated development were enormous. As the University proceeded
with its plans to accommodate an enrolment of 2g,ooo students, the Li
brary attempted to foresee the demands that would be made upon it,
and to assessits ability to provide the materials and services necessary
to support not only expanded teaching programs at all academic levels,
but also the increasingly wider scope of scholarly research within its own
community as well as in other academic communities in Canada which
rely heavily upon the rich resources of the University Library.
Provision of effective means of bibliographic conrol presented formidable problems. The University Library's collection then numbered almost Soo,ooo items, and its resourceswere supplemented by more than
fifty other collections acquired and administered by the federated universities, colleges, and the various faculties, departments, institutes, and
schools which together comprise the University, bringing total campus
holdings to approximately one and a quarter million volumes. Clearly,
these collections would be vastly enlarged. Special or separate facilities
might be required for undergraduates, or for certain subject areas, such
as biological and medical sciences.The need for a storage library or storage library techniques, might arise for out-of-date or little-used materials.
In a highly decentralized system of libraries some form of centralized
processing might become an economic necessityand some form of union
catalogue a desirable source of information concerning campus holdings.
The need for adequate methods of bibliographic control could not be
ignored, and the Library was forced to evaluate the efiectivenessof its
traditional methods of cataloging and classification to meet these new
situations.
The University Library's collection was classifiedaccording to a local
scheme consisting of broad classesand sub-classesfor which no written
schedules existed. Sub-arrangement by author and title was achieved by
the use of Cutter numbers for perhaps half of the collection, while for
the remainder it was dependent upon the accuracy of the library stafi
responsible for shelving the books according to entry information on the
book-card. In addition to overcoming difficulties in determining the scope
Library Resourcesdy Technical Sentices

of broad classes,cataloguersoften found it necessaryto re-Cutter many old
titles in order to insert one new one in its proper alphabetical position.
Local practices pervaded the dictionary catalogue, also, and the savings
usually realized by the use of standard rules and Library of Congress
cards were thereby limited. Failure to apply local policies and decisions
consistently had led to serious inconsistencieson the shelves and in the
catalogues.All this, together with a high rate of stafi turnover in recent
years, led to an inevitably slow rate of cataloguing, as a result of which
there developed a disturbing backlog of uncatalogued materials.
That its methods were both expensive and inadequate to serve the
needs of scholarship the Library was well aware, and this knowledge was
also shared by many of its users. Little hope could be entertained, therefore, that with its existing systems the demands of the future would be
met. Yet the possibility of obtaining the financial assistancenecessaryfor
any drastic change seemedremote indeed at that time. Nevertheless,steps
were taken within the next two years to investigate the solutions to like
problems reached by certain North American libraries already existing
under conditions similar to what our own might be ten years hence and
offering services such as we might be expected to provide. At the same
time the University's Presidential Advisory Committee on the Planning
for Future Library Facilities began an intensive study of the Library and
its needs. Convinced that a major change in methods of cataloguing and
classification were not only essential but feasible, this Committee ultimately recommended that the University Library adopt the Library of
Congressclassification schemeas soon as possible.With the assurancethat
the necessaryfunds would be available, the Library Committee of the
Senate voted unanimously in favour of the recommendation in February,
r959.
Basic Policies
Encouraged to anticipate the Library Committee's action, the Library
in the previous December had agreed upon basic policies to be adopted.
Its plan of action embodied as its principal policy the simultaneous adoption for all new acquisitions of the Library of Congress classification
scheme, the ALA's rules for entry, and the Library of Congressrules for
description and its srrbject heading practices. As a result, reclassification
would become inevitable and, if the cataloguing of new acquisitions were
not to be impeded by recataloguing, a new catalosue would become essential. Total reclassificationwas ruled out from the very beginning, and
it was estimated that the most-usedportion of the old collection, amounting perhaps to some goo,ooo volumes, could be reclassifiedover a period
of about ten years. The plan accepted the perpetual existence of an old
and a new collection.
It did not, however, accept the necessityof maintaining two catalogues
indefinitely. Although the Library possessed
a catalogue in dictionary form,
it felt that the best hope for circumventing the difficulties of two catalogues lay in the divided catalogue. By establishing the new catalogue in
Volume 5, Number 4, FalI, t96t
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divided {orm, consisting of an author-title file and a subject file, and by
dividing the old catalogue in the same way, we believe it would eventually
be possible to interfile the old and new author-title files, providing at
least one approach to the whole collection through main and added entries. Nluch recataloguing would need to be done before such an interftling could take place. Some would be accomplished as reclassification
progressed,since for all reclassified titles new sets of cards would be prepared for the new catalogue. More might result when old entries would
be brought into line with the new catalogue code, and some might even
be avoided altogether if various filing devices could be employed. In any
event, when the interfiling would take place-probably at the end of the
reclassification project-there would remain two subject files, the old and
the new, and the old one we proposed to eliminate as a card record by
printing it as a book catalogue. Thus, our final apparatus some ten years
hence should consist of a single author-title catalogue on cards for the
entire collection, a subject catalogue on cards for new and reclassified
books, and a subject catalogue in book form for older and less-usedmaterials.
General E.stimatesand Budget for Reclassification
After consideration was hastily given to the most significant effects of
this plan upon the work of all departments of the Library and to other
proposals being introduced at the same time, a target budget was prepared in December on the assumption that the changeover would take
place, as in fact it did, on May l, rg5g. No test mns or cornparative shopping were possible; educated guesses,based when possible on the experiences of other libraries, were all that could be attempted in the time
available. Indeed, so great was the need for haste that the library stafi as
a whole, while aware that changes of some kind were imminent, was
given little opportunity to study the proposals; and although some people
found them hard to accept, the majority rallied enrhusiastically to the
new challenge.
Since special funds within the Library's budget were to be set aside
each year for ten years for reclassificationstaff, the reclassificationrequirements for each department were estimated separately. When finally approved after minor modifications, the number of new positions to be
added for reclassification alone, representing an estimated expenditure of
$7t,3oo in rygg/6o, were as follows:
Order Department-r

senior library assistant, for extra checking in
two catalogues
Periodicals Department-r library assistant,class z, for extra help in
the Binding Division
Catalogue Department-r
librarian, Grade II
6 r/2 llbrarians, Grade I
z library assistants,class r
7 library assistants,class z
.
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Circulation and
Reference Department-r

librarian, Grade II
z librarians, Grade I, to assist readers in
using two cataloguesand two collections

Beginning salaries for these grades in the academic year
ry5g/6o were:
Librarian, Grade II, $4,5oo; Librarian, Grade I,
$4,ooo; Sbnib, library
assistant,$3o5o; l.ibrary assistanr,Class r, fiz17bn;Library assistant,Class
:, gz45o.
Equipment and supplies immediately required for reclassification
were also estimated separately, and a special appropriation, to be spent
by the end of June, r95g, was obtained. Thereafie., idditio.rul equipment
and supplies were to be obtained through the regular budget. A special
appropriation of g5,ooo for additional binding re*lting from reclasiification was also obtained.
Preparation: General
After the first round of planning, the Library then threw itself into
months of hectic intensive preparation. The changeover afiorded an opportunity to take a close look at all library procedures and to introduie
better ones wherever possible. Each depart*..tt pr.p".ed rists of the general problems upon which decisions were required; ihese were pooled ind
arranged in order of priority; and a time-table was set up for discussing
them- at meetings of department heads. rn every depaitment internal
problems were being tackled at rhe same time. commiitees and sub-committees flourished, reports and memoranda appeared almost daily, and
the writing of minutes could barely keep pace with the number of meer.
ings held. communications were strengthened. rn an efiort to inform the
library stafi of new developments, bulletins were issued at frequent intervals. A letter was addressed to all members of the teaching-stafi announcing the new policies and explaining the conditions .rnder which
the Library would necessarily opeiate in ihe immediate future. Notices
and articles appeared in the student newspaper, and announcements were
sent to.various professional journals. Plans were laid for the preparation
of a series of guides to the library.
Amid confusion and. p.e*rrre, progresswas made. A schedule of priorities for the groups of material to bq reclassified was established. A .re*
charging systemwas planned, and new call slips, including special ones for
recalling books for reclassification, were designed. until-thi effectiveness
of the new system was proven, it was agreed that book-cards should continue to be made. People and books were shifted around to make way for
new activities and new equipment, and the old collection was packed
back on each storey of the stacks to permit simirar marerials in fne I-c
collection to be shelved nearby. A multiple order-form system was designed,.and the procedures for routing of its slips were established.After
long discussion it was decided, first, to give up iecording accessioninformation in the shelf-list and, finally, any form of accessionrecord at all.
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Also, after long discussion,a proposal to establish a central serials record
was rejected, and the Catalogue DePartment was instructed to devise a
suitable checking-card system for recording bound and unbound serial
holdings in the public cataloguesand shelf-lists.A Catalogue Department
proposal to omit a record of number of copies from entries in the public
catalogueswas also rejected on the grouncls that the shelf-list was not sufficiently accessibleto all departments and that searching time would be
increased. The desirability of providing separate entries in the main
catalogue for the various locations in which copies of a title could be
found was, however, affirmed, and a new list of location symbols for this
purpose was prepared. Much thought was given to the future of the Government Documents Division, until then a combined public service and
cataloguing unit administered by the Catalogue Department; and the
general lines along which its collection could be integrated into the general collection and its services transferred to existing departments were
laid down. Arrangements for acquainting the library staff, and Particularly the Catalogue Department, with the LC classification scheme were
carried out; two senior cataloguers spent two weeks in March gaining valuable experience by working with the LC classification scheme in two
large American academic libraries, and in April a senior cataloguer from
another spent a month in our Catalogue Department, during which time
no active cataloguing was scheduled.
Preparation : Catalogue D epartment
Although, for the official ceremonies on May rst, the Catalogue Department could provide the President of the University with an LC book
to place on the shelves and a set of cards to file in the infant catalogue,
many of its procedtues were worked out only gradually after certain
basic decisionswere reachecl.Much time was spent in studying the new catalogue code draft to determine if future recataloguing could be forestalled
by adopting any part of it in advance of its final state. Reluctantly, and
with the knowleclge that entries in the new catalogues eventually might
need to be changecl, we decided against departing from the rg49 ALA
rules. The "no conflict" policy was adopted, but it was necessaryto state
that in a brand new catalogue this implied no conflict with entries in the
LC printed catalogues and, in view of the eventual inter-filing of the old
and new author-title catalogues, with entries in the old catalogue also.
The scope of all new catalogues and files was defined. It was agreed that
in general no attempt would be made to connect entries in the old and
new catalogues, except series added entries, and for this purpose linking
cards were designed. Procedures were written and form cards prepared
for authority files, providing for the fact that referencesmight be needed
only for the author-title files, or only for the subject files as well as for
both. The Library of Congress filing rules were adopted for all new
cataloguesin spite of the fact that the old catalogueswere filed according
to a letter-by-letter modification of the ALA filing rules.
As a matter of general policy, LC call numbers and subject headings
'
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were to be followed, but it was understood that only in their latest form
would they be acceptable.certain deviations from the LC scheduleswere

Slaffing and Reorgan izati o n
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Information and N{aintenance.
Equipment and Supplies
Apart from the usual array of standard desks, chairf, tYpewriters,
wastelbaskets,book-trucks and book-casesthat are required when stafi is
enlarged, our major equipment purchaseswere a Xerox camera, adapted
chopfor piotographing foui cirds at once, a heavy-duty-p1P.t .ltj"t.for
typeCyrillic
additional
an
ping snip- caid siock, an Arabic typewriter,
locavarious
for
the
units
catalogue
of
sizes
different
wriier, and several

were purchased from book funds.
Diuision of OId Catalogues

the third week in September.
The procedure fbr dividing the main catalogue was as-follows: Each
drawer was divided into two sections. At the front of each drawer were
filed all the main entries, added entries and references to those entries
contained in the drawer; at the back were filed all the subject entries and
references to those entries. Blue projecting cards were placed in front of
'
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each section explaining this arrangement of cards. As each drawer was
completed, the letters covered by each section and the measurement of
each section in inches were recorded. Thus, while the division of cards

refiling were attempted.
Catalogue Information
The finishing touch in the physical reorganizarion of the main public
catalogueswas the preparation of an information board which attempted
to explain and to illustrate the dual sysremsof cataloguing, classificaiion,
and filing which users of the catalogue would need to master. To assist

the catalogues, interpret them for him, and assist him to locate what he
is looking for. Bibliographies and catalogues in the near-by Reference
Room are consulted to establish the identity of the item sought, but orher
questions that cannot be answered directly from the catalogues are referred to the appropriate departments. The observations made by this
Volume 5, Number 4, FaIl, tg6t
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Division are especially helpful in evaluating the successor failure of
our cataloguing practicer. fhe Division is also responsible for the filing
and mainienance of the main catalogues, the medical catalogues and
the undergracluate reading-room catalogue, and draws upon clerical staff
to perform theseduties under professional direction'
Reclassification

because it cannot be avoided. This, of course, does not detract in any
way from its importance nor from the urgency attached to it.
So that the work of reclassification would not impede the progress of

ment.

caralogue. On the other hand, it is virtually impossible to -reclassifyimmecliaiely all the live serials ro which a library of our size subscribes.As a
.
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temporary measure, therefore, new serial volumes are, in fact, being added
to the old collection and the old records, but as soon as reclassificition of
the above-mentioned collections is finished, the reclassificationof live serials will be staggered over a period of several years, according to broad. subj-9.t_Sfo"qr. When all of this unavoidable work is compl6ted, other individual titles in frequent use will be selected for reclassification.At this
stage
_weedingof the old collection may be sysrematicallyapproached, and
the old collection may become, in efiect, a broadly-claisinea storage collection.

Obseruations

have up_on the work of other departments of the Library created unexpected delays. Despite all our effbrts to avoid them, mistakes have been
made- we have misjudged the efficiencyof some procedures,we have miscalculated
speed with which cerrain routines (such as establishing
.the
names' series' and subject headings for a new catalogue) could be perl
formed, and, understandably, *e .lid nor alrow for a"high incidence of
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illness which so easily can upset the most carefully calculated estimatesof
production. The frrst year was indeed a year of experiment, but out of it
has emerged, nevertheless, a body of decisions and procedures which, if
constantly reviewed and refined, should successfullysustain the weight of
the load they will bear.
It is gratifying, then, to find that in the first year more new titles were
catalogued and more new volumes added to the collections than ever
before. Estimates based on six months' performance indicate that this
record may be exceeded by as much as 25To this year. In the first year
almost fourteen thousand volumes were reclassified; this total has already been passed in the last seven months, and we can expect that at
least twice is many volumes will be reclassified this year as last. At the
end of our second year of operation there should be approximately 8o,ooo new and reclassifiedvolumes in the LC scheme (roughly r/ro of the
old collection at the time the change took place). Current acquisitions
are reaching the shelves and appearing in the catalogues more quickly
than before. Books that previously would have been widely separated on
the shelves now stand side by side according to their specific sub.jects.
The new catalogues have grown rapidly, the new main catalogue alone occupying 5 units of 6o drawers each, and their use increasesdaily as more
and more of the recent and frequently used titles appear in them.
Nevertheless, the existence of two collections and a dual system of
catalogues have created obvious difficulties for everyone. These are perhaps more serious in the initial years than they will be even a few years
hence. Some, of course, will be eliminated as the reclassificationof special
collections is completed; others, to some degree at least, will remain even
after the entire program comes to an end.
The substantial gains already achieved by this major change in our
methods of bibliographic control have been won, then, not without certain sacrifices, temporary though some of these may be. This is the risk
that had to be taken to reach our objectives, and as these objectives begin
to be realized, we believe it was a risk well worth taking.

'
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SchoolLibrariesand the Draft Code.
Many Snrry Dooruoonr, Librarian-in-charge
Catalog Department
Library Section
Los Angeles City Schools

-II-HE PROPOSED NEW cataloging code has much ro offer school liI brarians. It has more practicality tor them then earlier codes had.
rt provides a more direct approach to materials.'It emphasizesthe reader's
approach, and school librarians are very much cbncerned for their
readers.
The school library catalog servesbasically as a finding rist. Both elementary. and high school students use the direct approachlo find answers
to definite and spe.cifi,c
quesrions: At the secondaiy level, the catalog has
the added responsibility of providing for teaching that will carry over
into the use of public and colege libriry catalogs.
The principles for the entry of names as expressed.in the rntroduction to the proposed code of cataloging Rulei are those to which the
school librarian can subscribe. Eirtry under the name. and form of that
name, by which the author is most commonly identified in his works seems
very reasonable and understandable to the student. In efiect, the principle
gives official recognition to the "no conflicr" rule which the Library^ of
congress has been using. The use of a distinguishing title or date only
when there is a conflict in names saves time and efiori for both Iibrarian
and student without confusing either of them. The use of the original
title as a filing medium, however, has little appeal for the school fi5rary
where the files are nor long and where the-English language title is
probably the best known one for most translated works.
Rule r5 fperson with pseudonym, sobriquet, nickname, etc.] presenrs
no new concept for the school library catalog where it is not uncommon
the title page- form of name for the author entry, especially for
:o :rse
fiction. of course, title page forms of the same name may vary slightiy in
the use of full names and initials so that checking with the l-ibrary's
authority file is necessaryto maintain a consistent form for the same name.
But there is no conflict with the pseudonym of that same author represented in the catalog for other titles. rn both the real name and the
pseudonym, the student's need has been served, for he tends to use the
direct app-roach and generally knows the author by the name which appears on the title page. Nevil shute and Erich Berry are more significant
for the srudent than Nevil shute Norway and Airena champiin Best.
* Editor's Note: The summer 196r issue
of zR?s carried several papen discussing
the question of the practica.l applications of the proposed new catalogioie. This papei
should be considered in coniunction with those earlier ones.
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Where names and pseudonyms are used interchangeably for the same title
as in the case of well known authors such as Samuel L. Clemens, who

met by a reference card which lists the other name forms.
The addition of dates, titles, and other designations (rules r4b and t6)
to personal names only when they are needed to distinguish between personi of the same name is'another new rule which has been successfulin
school libraries for some time. Titles of honor and of nob'ility are of little
concern. It is not generally necessalyto identify pelsons by such titles as
"Pres. U. S.," "Lord," or "Baron."
Abridged editions of works with little textual change are rightly entered.undir the original author in accordancewith rule f. Rule ro fadaptations] is more preiise for scholarly purposes than entry under the original auihor, but ihe school library is often better served by entry under

still find his aclaptation shelved with the original work, but many school
libraries are not Cuttered.
Schools are not especially concerned about entering different editions
of a work under the original title (rule 7b). A "see" or "see also" reference, as needed, from March of Democracy to History Of the United
States would probably be more useable for James Truslow Adams' work
than the ,tr. of the original title as a filing medium in the school catalog.
It presents less confusion for the student who is looking for a specific title
and. who has learned that the title is on the line below the author.
Such variant titles as aPPear on Shakespearian plays, at the whim of
the publisher, have little problem for those who make their own cards
and represent editions generally under the significant title, e.g., Hamlet,
.
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not under the several forms as Shahespeare'sTragedy of Hamlet, Tragedy
of Hamlet, Shahespeare'slIamlet, or Hamlet, prince of Denmark.

As we plan toward the new cataloging code and. consider what it will
mean in our libraries, we realize that the problems it presents for a
school library differ from problems presented in librarieJ serving other
groups of our population.
A school library collection is not a research collection to be kept intacl in anticipation of scholarly study, but is a currently useful collection.
It is the responsibility of the librarian ro maintain it so and to keep it in
its appropriate relationship to the curriculum. This demands a constant
awarenessof the contents of the collection and an active discarding and
weeding policy. Of course it costs money to convert to a new code, but
the conversion can be an almost automatic, painless processcompleted in
a few years because of rhis policy of mainlaining i current collection.
During this conversion period, the judicious use of appropriarely chosen
and worded "see also" references will serve to aid.-the-reader. Consequently, change in cataloging policy is more easily handled in a school
library than in research libraries.
The school library catalog should be simple and practical. The new
code provides much simpler rules than we hive had. A number of these
new rules are old friends which have been in effect for many years in
school libraries, so rhat there is less need for change in established school
catalogs to conform to new rules than might be expected.
Perhaps what I am trying to say could be said in just a few sentences.
Becauseschool library collections are constantly changing, there are fewer
problems in converting from one set of catalog rules to another. There
may well be less need for recataloging, because some of the new rules
are in accordancewith practices already in efiect in school libraries at the
Presenttime.
The population explosion in California has been reflected in school
growth. There are many pressing matrers in the school library. The
most important of these is the demand upon the librarian's time to give
service to his public. A well-made catalog saves demands upon th; librarian and provides more opportunity for independence for the student.
Of_course, it frequently takes more time to teach a student to help himself than it would to do his work for him, but the school librariin is a
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teacher. More books are needed to help more students, and these books
must be cataloged with shelflist and catalog records and must be prepared
for the shelves.There is seldom sufficient staff to give the students service
and do other than a minimal amount of cataloging unless the librarian
use$ those hours "between two and four in the morning." Recataloging
does not have a top priority. Too often one librarian is the only professionally trained person in the school library.
I have indicated some of the high points of the effect of the new cataloging code on school library cataloging. The rules seem much simpler,
and catalogers in central officeswill appreciate them. When we find them
to be too complex for our needs, we will probably ignore them and skip
merrily along in our own cataloging way as our friends in school libraries
do who have to serve their public and do the technical, housekeeping
tasks whenever they can find a few moments. But we like the rules. They
will make our lives easier.

Collegeand
in Selected
SerialPractices
UniversityLibraries
Gronra WHnrsroNn, Head
Serials Departrnent
North Carolina State College
Ralei[h

New York, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania State, Rutgers, Texas, Virginia, and Wayne State and by the library of North Carolina State College. This paper is based upon data gleaned from the returns.
Six libraries reported having separate Serials departments. These were
Colorado, John Hopkins, North Carolina State, Oklahoma, Rutgers, and
Texas. Nine stated that they had separately-administeredserials units as
divisions of larger departments, and one (Iowa) said that both its Cataloging and AcquisitionJ departments were responsible for its serials. Of the
sii separateierials deparrments, not one had the responsibility of performing a[ of the functions relating to serials,such as the ordering, the catalog-
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ing, the preparing, the binding, and the servicing of serials. Rather, the
functions were shared or divided among two or more departments.
Acquisition Methods and Records

entry.

Records-Their

Form and Location

of the six libraries which had serials departments, four (colorado,
North carolina State, oklahoma, and RutgersJ had central serials records
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located in their serialsdepartments.f'he fifth, Johns Hopkins, stated:
We have acceptedin principle a central serial record. At the Presenttime this
record,housedin the Serialsdepartment,is not complete.It is, in the first place,
only a current check-inrecord.Holdings of bound volumesof thesetitles are in
the official shelflist. Furthermore, this record does not yet, and may never'
include the documentaryserialsof the U. S.,Great Britain, and the international
agencieswith the exceptionof UNESCO. Certain gift serialsare receivedin the
departmentallibraries and recordedthere.
The sixth, the University of Texas Library, did not have a central serials
record and was not considering the establishment of one.
Of the remaining libraries, six had central serials records, one did not
have and was not considering the establishment of one, and three did not
have but were considering their establishment. The University of Mary'
land was one of the latter. Carl R. Cox. Head of the Technical Services
Division, who answered the questionnaire, wrote:
We are now taking the first stepstoward a consolidatedserialsrecord which will
in time make some of our procedures,as here reported, change.Currently we
houseperiodical recordsin Kardex files,while serial recordsare maintainedon
g" X b" checkcards.Eventuallywe may go to another type of visible fiIe record,
but are concentratingour effortsat the moment toward centralizingthe records
physicallywithin one area regardlessof form.
The majority of the libraries used catalog drawers or visible files or a
combination of the two to house their serials records. The visible file
by Kardex was the brand most often given. One library used a Post index
for checking its periodicals and electrically-operated Herring-Hall-Marvin
rotary file for its other serials. Two others used Acme visible files for
checking periodicals, and still another used Globe Wernicke visible files.
Duke affectionately referred to its Herring-Hall-Marvin rotary file as the
"tub," as it somewhat resembles one in appearance, and has found it
quite satisfactory for housing the records of continuations.
As to indicating purchases, gifts, or exchanges on their records by
colored cards, colored tabs, separate alphabets, etc., five libraries made no
distinction, seven typed source on the card, two used colored cards, one
used colored tabs, and one used colored cards for exchanges but typed
sourcesof gifts and purchases.
For discovering issues of current serials that had not been received,
the majority of the libraries, on the receipt of a new issue,checked to see
if previous issues had been received and at least once a year (some did
it two or three times a year) checked the entire file for missing issues.Rutgers University used red and green Kardex Graph-A-Matic signals for all
titles received regularly and read its file continuously.
Cataloging
Fifteen of the libraries indicated that they cataloged their periodicals;
fourteen noted that this included subject headings; and thirteen, that this
included added entries. Duke dicl not assign subject headings, and Colo.
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rado only assigned some. Texas, Colorado, ancl Duke aclded a limited

A separate public catalog containing perioclicals and other serials is
maintained by only five libraries: Alabama, North carolina state college,
North Carolina, Duke, and Vireinia. New york, however, stated thaiit
planned such a catalog as a projeit for the future.

ing cards were used by lowa, Maryland, North Carolina State,North Carolina, and Texas. Some other variations are listed as follows:

Only five libraries (North Carolina Srate College, North Carolina,
Alabama, Colorado, and Duke) had separate serials shelf lists. All were
arranged by call number except those of the University of Colorado Library and of the North Carolina State College Library which were arranged by main entry.
Nine libraries catalop;edfrom the first bound volume, and six cataloged
from the first issue received. Although it did not catalog them, Wayne
State did pur a title enrry in the Public Catalog for its periodicals.A few
of the libraries which cataloged from the first bound volume placecl a
temporary card in the Public Catalog, giving only the title, the beginning
of the Library's holdings, and the location.
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Only two libraries, Texas and Oklahoma, said that they did not recata'
log for a change of title. The other twelve recataloged but did not reCutter for a change of title, although Iowa aclmitted that it did not always
recatalog.
Library of Congresscards, when available, were preferred by thirteen
libraries as the final authority in establishing a serial entry. Only two
libraries, Wayne State and North Carolina State College, used the entry in
the Union List of Serials or New Serial Titles,' however, Wayne did not
catalog its periodicals. Still another library, Johns Hopkins, expressedthe
following interesting opinion: "lly'e use any authority available. We do not
always accept LC or any other copy if the material and our needs indicate
otherwise."
The cataloging statistics kept for serials varied from the simple to the
complex. Two libraries, Iowa and Colorado, did not keep separate stacistics for serials but included them with those of monographs. The majority of the libraries kept cataloging statistics for serials on, or on a slight
variation of, the following:
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

of new titles cataloged
of new volumes cataloged or added
of added copies added
of titles recataloged
of volumes recataloged
of typed cards
of analytics made

In addition to these basic statistics, the University of North Carolina
kept a count of the shelflist cards, catalog cards, typed cards, Library of
Congress cards, etc.; Oregon kept its record of new, changed, and withdrawn titles separated by source, i.e., purchase, gift, or exchange, and
counted only bound volumes with value; and Virginia kept its count of
titles broken down by open entries, monographs, rare books, microfilm,
microcards, microprint, newspapers,and paper analytics.
The majority of the libraries had no idea what Percentage of their
serials they analyzed. Others ranged from go percent for Rutgers to 5
percent for Oregon. Ten of the libraries either had standing orders for
Library of Congress analytic cards for all or for part of the serials they
analyze; the rest did not.
Practice varied in regard to analyzing serials indexed in an index.
Six libraries did not analyzc any serials so indexed; the other ten did so
occasionally. The University of Virginia Library was currently compiling
a list of the serials that it analyzed which were also in an index.
B inding and Preparations
Of those libraries having serials departments, one stated that its Serials
department was the unit responsible for the preparation of serials,but not
of books, for the bindery. Still another stated that its Serials department
was responsible for both books and serials. Another gave the Bindery
.
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Preparation Unit as the unit responsible for both serials and books. Two
indicated that the subject division librarians were respollsible for serials
and books. The last stated that the serials department was responsible for
binding the first volume of a serial with all volumes thereafter being prepared by the departmental libraries; however, the Serials department was

Seruice
It-was,interesting to note that the physical organization of the report.
ing libraries was reflected in some casesby the various answers that were
received concerning the servicing of periodicals. The departmental libraries at Johns Hopkins were responsible for the servicing-of its periodicals. Periodicals at Texas were not centrally located but were in sii difier-

At Virginia the Reference division serviced rhe currenr periodicals,
and the circulation division serviced the bound volumes. A similar arrangement was found at Pennsylvania State University, with the execption that the Reference department serviced only the unbound and
bound periodicals indexed in the Read.ers'Guid,e to Period.icalLiterature
and the Education rndex, and the circulation Department serviced.the
rest. The libraries of both the university of oregon and the University
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of North Carolina had subject divisions which wele responsible for the
servicing of periodicals. The periodicals of five other libraries were serviced by the Circulation department.
Worthy of note was the fact that in only one instance did a library
indicate iis serials unit was responsible for the servicing of periodicals'
The Serials dcpartment of Rutgers serviced the unbound periodicals;
however, the Circulation department serviced the bound volumes.

The Useof HenryE.Bliss'sBibliographic
at the SouthernCalifornia
Classification

Schoolof Theology
Er-roN E. Snnr-r-,Librarian
Southern Californi'a School of
Theology, Claremont
Introduction
t-ftHE
School of Theology, Claremont,
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
using Henry E. Bliss's Bib1958,
in
May,
I began library clasification
liographic Classification. This was a radical departure in a country whose
librarians have been dedicated to the Dewey Decimal system for over
eighty years, and for whom the perfection of the Dewey system was an

collection of 3oo,ooo.
A careful study of Dewey, Union, and the Library of Congresssystems
by the school's Librarian led to the publication of an article which concluded that none of the schemes presently in use was adequate.l The
study looked forward to a more ideal classification scheme for theological
libraries than was then available in the three under investigation.
Further study led to a consideration of the Bibliographic Classification
devised by Henry E. Bliss, a scheme not unknown to the Librarian, but
one which had had little attention since library school days at the University of Denver in Ruth French Strout's cataloging classes.The Librarian visited City College, New York, where Mr. Bliss had labored from
r89r-r94o, and corresponded with librarians abroad who had adopted
the scheme.These incfuded several in England, Africa, New Zealand, and
Australia.
'
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B ib lio grap hi c C lassification

Bliss's^manuscripts."z From r94o until the publication of Bibliographic
classification in its completed form in tuarih rg5e, Mr. Bliss continued
his work on the scheme, together with coopeiiting subject specialists
around the world.

The Notational Symbol
Library classification schemesare often identified by the kind of notaVolume 5, Number 4, Fall, tg6r
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tional symbol used, e.g., Dewey uses all numbers, Library of Congress
usually uses two letters plus four numbers, etc. The Bliss scheme is basically a letter notation, often beginning with three capital letters in the
samemanner as found on automobile license Plates.
Bliss had aclvocateda reform in automobile license notation in 1933
when he pointed out:
In the notation of automobilelicensessuch combinationsas zN-48-37-N'Y'and
r-387-g64-N.Y.
exceedrhe economiclimir and are far beyond the speedJimitfor
instantaneousvision. Letters have been introduced,but not enoughof them. If
letters were used consistently, the permutations of five would mark o\r'er ten
millions of vehicles,and four would mark over 45o,ooo;and the state could be
denotedby a prefix of one or two letters,set off by a hyphen: thus, NY-BHAT'
and D-FKL (D for Delaware,MS for Mass.,MP for Mississippi,etc.) Suchnotation would be more quickly read in the flash of an eye or of a street light, when
the speedersor robbersare flying fast; it would be more distinctly impressedon
the senseand more accuratelyremembered.s

does not make use of the comma.

Filing Order
Filing order is simple, even with a shelf of the most complicated Bliss
classificaiion symbols.in reading charactersleft to right in any given classification symbol-each character is to be considefed, one at a time. Suf'
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fixed symbols_,regardless of the number of capital letters in the main
stem, follow this order rigidly:
r.
s.
3.
4.

Suffixed numbers, as in
No suffixed symbol, as in
Suffixed comma and capital letter, as in
Suffixed comma and lower caseletter, as in

pMKg
pMK
PMK,A
pMK.a

Mnemonics

A few mnemonic secondletters follow:
AL
Logic
HH
F['.rmanHygiene
IM
Mental Disorders
KE
Ethnology
Archaeology and Antiquities
11
MG
Germany
NO
Ohio
OT
.fapan
PE
Ethics and Morals
philanthropy
Charity,
99
RI
International Relations
SE
English Lan,
VA
Architecture
WE
Etymology and Semantics
XG
Greek literature
YP
Poetry, English
ZU
University and College libraries
Letter combinations resulting in actual words also aid the memory
locatinq specific poinrs in the scheme. One should have little difficulty
l n remembering such combinations as:
PAl-Classification
symbol for relation of religion to ethics.
PEP-Classifi cation symbol for happiness, pleasirres.
PET-Classification symbol for pisiions, etc.
combinations resulting in objectionable words are omitted, arthough
Mr. Bliss maintained that one should disregard what they spell and
slee
them as notations. Although there really is" no valid objection to such
spellings as CAT, RAT, PIG, FAT, etc., it does sqem wise to skip some
of them-but probably onry those also deemed wise'to omir from
aurom o b i l e l i c e n s ep l a t e n o t a t i o n s .
IN
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Adaantages of a General Scheme
Bibliographic classification seemswell suited for a theological library.
Such librariei are apt to be much less specialized in content than is customarily supposed, and there are many advantages in using a general
scheme which covers all fields of knowledge adequately' This argument
in
could also be used in favor of Dewey and Library of congress, and,
of
these
popularity.
point of fact, may partially explain the continuing
ichemes in certain theologiial libraries. The swing to Union in the r94o's
a
may have been reactionaiy, possibly as a result of a mistaken idea that
Dewey
zoo
the
into
ererything
crowd
to
*us
s.tppotid
library
,"-i.ruty
'the
Library of Congress system, leaving other
of
cluss, or the BL-BX
it
classesbarren. The Union scheme undoubtediy grew in favor because
notational
sound
own
its
throughout
,preud a collection fairly evenly
system.
'
A ,"pu.u,e religion class is still convenient and necessaryin the clasintersificatioi of knowiedge, but it can be de-emphasized'Thus' in our
rssification's P class (religion), we atand locate them with their secular
ling goes to class I, psychology; r-et.aiion; the church and social proband ethics; and the church and
economics is shifted ro classt, ..onoffll.
This is also one of the operating principles of the 9"i91 scheme' but
oi us iJ stated in the Preface to the
Union locates in close pto*i-ity,
printed scheme, "in convenient prox
true, it is almost as if Julia Pettee
the Cutter BR-DZ, or the DeweY z
and cut up one of these schemesint
segments to established secular classe
books in "convenient proximity" tc
words, the classificatiol for any given theological segment remained
fairly intact.
On the other hand, in our interpretation and application of Bibliographic Classification, we d.o ttot muke any overt attempt to keep a sepa-iuti religion classification within or under secular gopics,"9: 9" we add
a distin[uishing mark to indicate a given work has a religious slant'
WherevJr possiLle, religious and theological works are subsumed by the
regular Bitliographic Classification schidules, completely de-emphasizin! the traditiJnai distinction between sacred and secular'
"Eirh". way, the fringe disciplines are more adequately provided for
and there is a more evJn distribution of books assigned to the various
classes.It is interesting to note that in our "theological" library, only
far by Bibliographic Classification,
5,ooo titte, have been lataloged thus
Bacteriology)-remains unused
including
Bot#y,
letter
(F,
6ut only one
This
as a location symbol in shelving and in thi classifiedsubject catalog.
use,
actual
in
already
are
means z5 letters repfesentingl main classes
'
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ca-tion as already established, and nor be isolated, completely apart from
all other subjects.
Theological librarians should be better prepared. and qualified. to
. initiate and expand schedules for religion rather than for the so-called
secular subjects. They know best their own literature and are frank to

other disciplines.
I" 1"y case,it is certainly a great conveniencefor theological ribrarians
adequate
1". l_"d
_provision for the classificarion of subjecls thought initially to be outside the field of inrerest of a theological library, but subsequently found to be relevant. Even now, the southern california school
of rheology is planning a new program called, "Frontiers Unrimited,"
whi-cf will bring specialistsin other fields to the campus for convocations,
enrichment courses, and in-residence activities, incieasing the need for
library materials outside the scopeof religion.
Flexibility and U p-T o-Dateness
one of the advantages of the Bibliographic classification scheme is
itsflexibility. Logical alternatives are ideniifiid, and one has the ad.vantage
of being able to make a decision based on local needs and considerations.

This is much easier to accomplish with the Bliss Bibriographic classification, the most up-to-date schemeof those of comparable"scope,having
been completed less than ten years ago. since that time the wilson com-pany has issued the Bliss classification Buttetin which seryesas a medium
of exchange of ideas and interpretarions, together with additions and
Volume 5, Number 4, FaIl,, t96t
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corrections suggesteclfor the main four-volume work of 1953. The up-todarenessof the scheme is well illustrated in many subjects ancillary to
religion such as education, psychology, psychiatry, social sciences,history,
and music.
Classificationand the Educational Philosophy of the School
It is importanf for the library classification scheme to be in harmony
with the educational philosophy and general policies of the school where
it is to be used. Included in the policies of the Southern California School

the scientific method may be distracting and an actual hindrance in research.
Yet an analysis of Dewey Decimal, for example, makes one wonder
how other countries can make any use of the scheme. Raynard C' Swank,
writing in a recent issue of the ALA Bulletin makes this observation:
But Dewey was never conceivedas an international classification.It is
.
oriented to the West-indeed, the nineteenthcentury,Protestant,New England
West. The intellectual and political violencethat it doesto a Taiwan Ruddhist
o{ this generationcould not conceivablyhave been anticipatedby its author.z
Bibliographic Classification, on the other hand, is not slanted toward
any parricular religion or socio-economicgroup. Mr. Bliss was committed
to f deeper recognition of the unity of all truth under God and the
building of one world through rhe achievemenr of an individual and
social outlook which is universal.
Schedulesfor Religion
A very complete schedule is available for specification under any
religion, sect, church, or religious community. This schedule is consistent
with suggestionselsewhere for close classification and consequently Provides for details sometimes beyond those found in the Union scheme,but
with a more consistent pattern of clevelopment. There is also a similar
schedule for sub-clasification under any religious society, community, or
order, not a church oT sect. Other schedulesare also available for use in
connection with classification for religion. These include form divisions,
geographical subdivisions, subdivisions by languages, subdivision by f.isioriial-periods, and for special subjectsrelative to any author, philosopher,
or peruonuge.There are 47 different schedulesin all which may be applied
.
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throughout the scheme. These provide for specification of almosr unlimited possibilities without the need for promiscuous local expansions and
adaptations.
Bibliographic Classification and. a Classified,Subiect Catalog
Although interest in classification is usuany in connection with its
.
suitability,as a scheme for the arrangement for books on library shelves
or pamphlets in vertical files, one should also evaluate the scheme in

Conclusion and Prediction
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anyrhing €lse to find their way around in the classified catalog and also
in the book collection itself.
Most users seem indifierent to the whole thing and expresslittle concern or surprise even when they realize the scheme is difierent from
anything thiy have ever used before. They proce,ed to use the scheme
wiihouiany ipput"ttt difficulty, and no complaints have-bten registeredonly an ociurion"t comment, "We11, this doesn't look like Dewey!" But
users are never concerned or bitter over the discovery the library has
departed from the "known." All users aPPear to adapt themselvesto the
situation without any trouble or inconvenience.
One part-time student employee, a shelver for all of our library materials, siates that he can shelve books more rapidly and easily in the
Bibliographic classification sequencethan he can in the Dewey classification sJquence-in fact, he says he prefers it. Not all shelvers or filers
would say this-parricularly those who file in the classified catalog, for
(an exrremely useful device to set ofi additions from
Mr. Bliss;s .o--i
schedules) can be confusing to the unwary. PM,K is not the same as
PMK, and they cannot be filed together.
Thus far, no special instruct-ion has been given to the library staff.
Those of the stafl who work with the classification in one way or another most of the time, have no difficulty. Others need to remind themselves about some of the intricacies from time to time.
When a new cataloger is added, it cannot be expected that he will
have been trained in iiibliographic Classification, but this should not
present a problem. Any prof-essionally-trainedcataloger should be able
io ,rr" the scheme quite ieadily, regardless of background' A transition
from anorher schem6 should be no more difficult than going from Dewey
to Library of Congress or Dewey to Union, etc. The main difficulty
would come in .u-fittg out the policies and decisions concerning alternative classification lor iarious tnbl..tr and maintaining integrity of the
scheme as adopted.
Faculty .&orrr"rrt has been almost nil- One or two members of the
faculty frankly state they have no interest in classification and prefer
to use specialized subject bibliograplt;s5. Qlhers give the-impression they
will tolirate almost inything to iottg as they can find the book they
want! One member .*pre$ed appreciation and even praise for the
arrangement in his particular field of interest.
Al"though the book alTangement appeafs to be entirely satisfactory,
it is undoibtedly the classified catalof which will eventually make the
classification schemeworthwhile. The classifiedcatalog is being used more
and more and in the opinion of the staff justifies rather close classification
for some subjects.
In future months, it is planned to provide the usual classification and
cataloging visual aids, library manuals, and instruction and orientation
sessioris,in order to give students assistancein the use of the library.
Meanwhile, the lack of these refinements do not seem to deter use.
Circulation of library matelials is at an all time high, and the overall
'
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use of the library is constantly increasing, while student enrollment remains fairly constant-approximately roo.
The Bliss Bibliographic Classification will not join the ranks of dead
schemessuch as Cutter in the United Statesand Brown in England. The
present disillusionment with classification as a means of retrieving information will hopefully lead to its discovery. All library schools should include a study of Bliss and his work in their regular curricula, and more
attention needs to be paid to classifiedsubject catalogs.This is particularly
true if they would aspire to a higher level than that of a trade school.
Meanwhile, the Wilson Company reports that over sixty libraries are now
classifying according to Bliss, and the British Committee for the Bliss
Classification purposes to keep the scheme up-to-date with the help of
libraries of all types around the world.
Barbara Kyle of London recently pointed out the difficulty in choosing a classification scheme for the social sciencesand concludes her article
with a challenge appropos this paper:
In these circumstancesthe temperament and training of the chooser will inevitably afiecthis choice:the scientificand adventurous-minded
will experiment,
the timid and historically disciplined will chooseknown, in preferenceto unknown, imperfections.9
r. shell, Elton E. "Theologicatctr*i;;t#iH-.
z.
3.
4.
5.

6.
8.
9.

erp..t, to considerBeforechoos-

ing a Scheme." American Theological Library Association. Newslettcr,4: Supplement.
November r7, 1956.
Personal correspondence of the author, letter from John Jamieson, Editor of General Publications, The H. W. Wilson Company, October 13, 196o.
Bliss, Henry E. The Organization ol Knowled,ge in Li,brari,'es. New York, Wilson,
cr933'P.53
Union Theological Seminary, New York. Library. Classification ol the Library . . .
1 9 3 9 .p . r r r .
Personal letter from Ruth Eisenhart, Head Cataloger, Union Theological Seminary,
New York, November rZ, r960, in which she immediately precedes this sentence with,
"I agree heartily with you about the advantages of a general scheme, in which category I include Union."
Southern California School of Theology, Bulletin,4:r7. September r96o.
Swank, Raynard C. "The Help We Give." ALA Bulletin,54:659. September 196o.
Bliss, op. cit., v. r, p. 14
Kyle, Barbara. "Merits and Demerits of Various Classifrcation Schemes for the Social
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BELLA SHACHTMAN

HOI,JORED

Bella E. Shachtman, Chief of the Catalog and Records Section of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture Library, received Agriculture's Superior Service
Award from Secret.ary Orville Freeman at the DePartment's Annual Flonor
Awards Ceremony held in the Sylvan Theatre on the Monument Grounds,
Washington, D. C.
Miss Shachtman was cited for "exceptional service, initiative and leadership
in library science, resulting in more efiective nation-wide service to Department
research workers and aqricultural scientists."
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PleaseHelp Me To Understand.
EpwrN CRSrecNe, Director
Enoch Pratt Free Libra.ry, Baltimore

respect toward catalogers. Anway, you've had more than your share of
abuse.
Here's an example:

* Talk given at a meeting of
the potomac Technical
lottesville, Virginia, October 8, 196o.
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processing Librarians,

'3ol'

in char-

The reference room begrudgesthe catalog room its working tools and ridicules
its misuseof the terms, "Research" and "authority." The circulation stafi scolds
ceaselessly
becauseevery accessionis not completely processedwithin thirty-nine
minutes after its arrival. And readersof every race, creed,age,and sex complain
to Fleavenand to eachother, whenevera book is not listed under the nickname
that they happen to use for it. Thus from every direction, always,and by everybody catalogersare an abusedpeople.
You may recognize the sharp words of Pierce Butler from your own
.lournal of Cataloging and Classification, March, rgb3. Who can compete
with something like that? The big lie is always hard to handle. So I discarded all my first thoughts and went back to a subject that interests me
more and more, not only in librarianship but in every human activity. It
is something we talk about endlessly.It is simply how to make ourselves
understood. We always seem to fail in some way to do it well. Why? Might
there be an answer in this quotation from an article, "The Progress of
Science.Communications: Contact and Concert" in Discouery for August,
tg6o? This refers "to the principle in physics which states that in order
for energy to be transmitted efficiently from one electrial network to another it is necessarythat there be an impedance match between the two
circuits. Similarly, fo transmission of information, more accurately human understanding, between two individuals there must be matching of
backgrounds. Although matching between scientists exists, and matching
between humanities is sufficient, there is an historical lack of impedance
matching between devotees of science and the humanities."
This states something we have all observed. It's as obvious as the
C.B.I. in your catalog rooms. But somehow we seem to forget such simple
facts when we try to tell other people important things about our specialty.
And although catalogers and other librarians may not be as far apart as
scientists and humanists, impedance is still not perfectly matched.
M. W. Thistle, in an article called "Popularizing Science" in Science
for April 25, 1958, puts his finger on part of the problem. "Rightly or
wrongly, the language barrier is generally felt to be inside the scientist
rather than inside his audience, and there is some justification for this
view. I know a lot of scientistswhom I love, but whose operations in the
English tongue remind me of an elephant on stilts-ponderously inelegant. . . . It is about time that we stopped expecting miracles of even the
best exposition; you can get the same glassy stare by declaiming Gaelic
poetry to a deaf seagull."
Now I wish I could give you some examples of writing about technical
processing so horrible we would all shudder. I did find a few promising
candidates. But the main trouble with them was not that they didn't communicate. I could figure out what the authors really meant. However, they
often clouded their messagesin fogs of long words from the Latin in which
I lost my way and had to grope toward the meaning.
One of your own group said it pretty well. "Any student worth his
salt will, I fear, damn most cataloging literature as a dreary waste. Many
pedantic people are quoting endlesslyfrom one another with solemn mock
'
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scholarship to prove the obvious. Long-winded logic, forced humor, opinionated gossip. A bit of bragging, too, now and then, about 'how we save
money at Raspberry Center'." This neat jibe by Paul S. Dunkin is from
his article, "Petty Codes and Pedagogues."It is in Journal of Cataloging
and Classification, Spring, r95r.
Here is a piece of professional writing that says something but seems
terribly stodgy and cluttered with tired words: "During the postwar period
several trends in the organization of serials and documents have been discernible. The most noticeable point toward the study and adoption of
procedures designed to eliminate wasteful duplication in records pertaining to serials; a continuing search for practical means of giving collections of government publications maximum effectiveness;the increasing
use of bibliographic iontrols as aids in acquisition as well as means to
implement and supplement existing records; the revival and extension of
cooperative movements leading to the acquisition of serials and documents by exchange; and the growing acceptance of microphotography to
meet problems connected with the storage of certain categoriesof material
which must be preserved,and with the securing of publications not readily
obtainable in printed form."
Again, here is a statement that leavesme uneasy and dissatisfied:
Insofar as a trend can be discerned,it appearsthat the pragmaticapproachis in
the ascendant.There are suggestions,
more in the air than on paper, that subject catalogsare destinedto be freed from rheir logical frameworkand developed
along more utilitarian lines in the future; And the substanceof the discussions
at the institute on subject analysissuggests
that there is wide recognitionof the
urgent need to define objectivesand principles in the immediatefuture.
This writing somehow fails to make pictures in my mind. Maybe it
isn't supposed to do that, but it should give me, I think, a clearer picture
than I get.
I don't believe with Rudolph Flesch that to be understood you must
write sentencesof seventeen short words or less. I am not proposing the
simplicity you need to communicate with idiots. Our culture is too vulgarized now. But I find about five pounds or more of printed material on
my desk every day. If very much of it is like this, I'll either go to sleep
or put it in the pile that never gets read.
Listen to this:
My father's favorite piece of den furniture was his oak and 'rhinoceros hide'
armchair.It was ostentatiouslya masculine,or rather a bachelor'schair. It had
a notched, adjustable back; it was black, cracked,hacked, scratched,splintered,
gouged, initialed, gun-powder-charredand tumbler-ringed. It looked like pale
tobaccoleaveslaid on dark tobaccoleaves.I doubt if Father,a considerateman,
was responsiblefor any of the marring. The chair date.dfrom his plebe daysat
the Naval Academy,and had been bogght from a shady,shadowy,roaring character, midshipman 'Beauty' Burford. Father loved each disfiguredinch.
Obviously it's underhanded to introduce such writing into a talk like
this. This is from Life Studies by Robert Lowell. Not many of us will take
Volume 5, Numbei 4, FalI, t96t
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the time nor have the gift to select such precisely right words to put a picture into the mind of the reader.
Maybe one reason librarians don't write better is because they don't
seem to read discriminatingly enough. I was often shocked in California,
while sitting on interview 6oards, to find candidates for high library posi
tions who thought authors like Lloyd D'ouglas and Frank Yerby our finest
writers. Many of them seemedto read mainly Life, Time, and sorneshoddy
newspaper, if they read at all.
There are, of course, reading librarians who do get across what they
mean even while they rile their readers. Of this tough breed is Lawrence
Clark Powell. Here are a couple of Powell passages:
and documentalistsenteredthe book
When the socialscientists,educationalists,
world, they brought their jargon with them. Order and cataloging work became
Technical Processes
and Bibliographical Control, referencework the Retrieual
of Informati,on. Librarians becameMediators in a world of Spatial Mobility.
to deal with the proliferationof scientificinI recognizea need for specialists
formation. They must be trained to masterthis material, and therefore,schools
or Retrievers,or
are neededfor their training. Let them be calledDocumentalists,
Communicators,or Mass Mediators,rather than Librarians. I have no quarrel
with them personally.They are sincereand dedicatedmsn-5in6s13ly wrong and
mistakenlydedicated.Ilumanists need good housekeeping;likewise,housekeepers need humanizing.
This book-struck Powell, who damns library educators and administrators "whose utterances," he says, "are devoid of bookish references
for books and people are basic in librarianship and to omit them is to
play Hamlet without the Prince," is without mercy but full of an easilyunderstood message.Now he has become a library educator himself' It
will be interesting to see what he turns out in the way of new biblio humanists. I should admit that I am not objective about Powell. He is an
old personal friend and I carry a commonly-shared virus with me to the
East Coast. Not many of us are in his classas colorful writers. But we can
learn from him.
Occasionally in your literature I have corne acrosslively passages.Refreshing oasesthey are, in bleak and barren expanses.Flere is a nice quarrelsome little exchange from your own JOURNAL. Maybe you can identify the authors. The fight started this way:
The much praised flexibility claimed for Uniterms sharing common accession
numbersis actually a processof involute binding of simpleconcePtsand generic
relationships,cementedto more remote or far-fetchedconcePtsand relationships. The degree to which the simple and generic becomesmuddied, difiused,
confused,or hidden will increaseas the body of reports handled by this system
increases.
Perhapsit is not amissto draw an analogy to someof the opossumlore which
is particularly indigenousto the South.It is said that the lowly opossum(Didelphis
virginianus) is one of the few marsupials of North America. For a considerable
period the mother opossumcarriesher young on her back after their birth. Now,
supposeinsteadthat the mother opossumwere not only to cany her young on
'
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Here is what the author gor back as a resulr of his beastly artack:

our stuff. surely we don't want to dig our own graves by contributing to
the destruction of the language which is in one way or another our briad
and butter.
M. w. Thistle, whom r quoted earlier, gives excellent advice librarians
should take to heart:
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parable.

librarians who write for publication.
Finally for rhose whoiecall the announced title of my talk, "Don't be
so technical," I want to apologize. To say "don't" to youl b,ettersis always
bad. manners. And doubly so 6n first meeting. I'd like to change the title
to "Please help me to understand."

Titles'FurtherObservations
Conventional
RoenRT M. PrnnsoN,Humanities Librarian
McKetdin Library, Uniuersity of Maryland
CoIIege Parh

* caldwell,
John.
r96o.

.
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Dunkin has commented on his recommendations.* conventional titres
constitute an answer-certainly interesting and. for the most part, I
should think, acceptable-to a serious nied in catalog constr-uction:
namely, to create instruments (r) for locating particular works known
only by their publishers' titles, (z) for locating texts known by titles other
than those borne by particular presentations o{ the texts, and (3) for surveying libraries'holdings of closely related texts. I should like to offer a
few remarks of my own supplementing the observations of Messrs.Caldwell, Lubetzky, and Dunkin. Some of these have to do with filing problems which the LC filing rules illumine (specifically, Titles, IV and X).
First, one should concede that, as Mr. Lubetzky points out in Rule 8a,
not all libraries need to accomplish what conventional titles achieve:
". . . in a library largely limited ro marerials in the language of the country, where foreign works are generally represented in translation only, the
original title is preferably omitted. . . ." In the following paragraphs I
shall consider the needs of libraries that are concerned with the problem
of identifying and bringing together similar works of varying titles.
It seems to me self-evident that some libraries will feel unable to revise or replace existing cards in line with Mr. Caldwell's and Mr. Lubetzky's suggestions unless they confine their revision to entries for phi
losophy, belles-letres, and the like (assuming that such a distinction can
be consistently made); even then, the expense might seem too great. I assume that it will not always, or even often, be practicable to insert conventional titles below author entries: nor will all libraries feel able to
prepare the barrage of cross referenceb from publishers' titles without
which conventional titles may well impose more barriers than they remove.
I ofier no solution to the problem of cross references; but, regarding
the first difficulty, I might point out that if libraries do not wish to
employ conventional titles, they may find adequare substitures in filing
titles added to the upper right corners of cards, such as are used in various libraries, notably LC (SeeFiling rules, Titles, IV). Cards bearing "corner marks" could easily be interfiled with cards bearing conventional
titles (I assumethat, should LC printed cards with conventional titles become available for works other than musical, libraries will want to use
them).
Mr. Caldwell points out that the ALA rules regarding entries for
anonymous classics,e.9., the Bible, can serve as clues as to how conventional titles of works of known authorship may be expressed.(I wonder,
by the way, whether, for works in translation, there might ever be some
value in adapting the form of Bible entries and so achieving such as
phrasing as [Odyssea.English. Pope. r95o:1.)Another clue as to how conventional titles may be expressed is provided by such LC tracings as
"Homenis. Odyssea." A library using this particular tracing but not emCod.e of Cataloging Rules: Author and Title Entry; An Unfinished, Draf t . .. (ALA,
-*
1960) p. ro'r3. Rules 4z and,43 also introduce bracketed titles, but not as a solution to
the problems which Mr. Caldwell considers.
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maintain conventional filing order.
The best conventional title for all the known works of an author

as [Works, collected and selected].
Conventional titles for works, collected or selected, representing one

poetic] and [works, dramaric. Selections],is not [works, epistolary] t9T9:
wnat aonbtful? And who will stomach [Works, prose' exPository, brief]?
This last not only is repellent but also does not carry quite the same
meaning as the familiar term fEssays].
As ihave suggested,the uie of conventional titles involves filing decifeasible-arrangements of the works of an
sions. Thre" poliiUt.-and
author occur to me:
r. All titles and crossreferencesin one alphabetical sequence.
z. Works: then selectedworks; then form titles, individual titles, and
crossreferencesinterfiled.
individual titles
3. works; then selected works; then form titles; then
and crossreferencesinterfiled.
The second arrangement is the one prescribed at LC' If, as at LC, one interfiles form and individual titles, he may choose between two arrangements:
r. Strictly alphabetical, with [Sermon on . . .] preceding fSermons].
z. Partly classed and partly alphabetical, with [Sermons] (and [Sermons. Selections])preceding [Sermon on ' . .].
The second arrangement is the one prescribed at LC. The conflict rn
these choices seemsto be basically between classifying and alphabetizing.
308
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Essays,collected
Essays,selected
Essays,individual
Plays, collected
Plays, selected
Plays, individual
and so on. LC achievesapproximately this efiect with Cicero (seev. 29, p.
tz5 fi.). r therefore wonder whether'it is ever advisable to uie such con-
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GermanNationalBibliographies
\A/rr,rln'r-lr MorrAssistant Medi,cal Librarian
Medical Center LibrarY
Uniuersity of KentuchY

current and retrospective national bibliographies a more satisfying experience for anyone not fully up-to-date or familiar with them.
Before describing some of the highlights of these studies, it may be
well to list the major national bib,liographies under consideration. There
are, first, the four privately published retrospective trade bibliographies
beginning with Heinsius's Allgemeines Buecherlexihon for the years rToo
to 1892, and including Kayser's Vollstaendiges Buecherlexihon (r75t>

as to which bibliographical system should be followed in the future. It
was made in favor of the Kayser's Buecherlexihon which Weitzel regards
as the most detailed and best organized of the retrospective bibliographies.
This meant a continuation of the rules of entry used in Kayser'sBuecher-

Buechetwerzeichnishas been issued in five-year cumulations.
The bibliographies mentioned above, including the Deutsches Buech-

.3ro.
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rnstructions- (the "official" cataloging rules) the principle of corporate
althorship is not recognized.Therifore, society and othei "corporatl publications" are considered as anonymous works to be entered under iitle.
The consequencesof world war II have had a fateful effect on cur-

,"o.5 issued during ry4b/46. It is arrangecl alphabetically by author.
The Deutsche Bibliothek in Frankfurt has become the secondnational

bibliography, published by the oesrerreichische Nationalbibliothek in
Vienna, is entitled oesterreichische Bibliographie. It follows a classifiecl
arrangement and has been appearing on a semi-monthly schedule since
Volume 5, Number 4, FaII, t96t
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rg4g. It was originally published in 1946 and covers a period beginning
in rga5. The Sniissbibliographies emanare from the SchweizerischeLandesbi6iiothek in Berne. There are three series: The first is entitled Das
SchweizerBuch, a classifiedsubject bibliography, which has been appearing since 1943. It is divided into two sub-series:Reihe A and B which corres"pond iti itverage to the sutr-selies of the Deutsche Nationalbibliographie. Reihe A appearc semi-mon
Buecherverz
second is the Schzr.reizer
covering Swisspublications from rgi4
three years of publications, the catal
period. The last of the Swissnationa
of Swissperiodicals entitled Schweize
upp"ur.d in 1956 and attempts to cover Periodicals beginning with r95r'
A guide t6"these fifteeniational bibliographies in the German language,"eleven of which are still being pubfish-ed currently,, is a difficult
und"ertaking indeed. Mr. weitzel hasisolved it sucressfullyby discussing
the bibliogiaphies within the framework of three gbjects of bibliograPhY:
r. Conffol oi,er. .rr..e.ttly-published materials ("Literaturkontrolle"); z.
Verification of bibliograpirical items ("Titelsuche"); and 3_.The collection
of materials according to a specific subject ("Literatursuche")'
With a view ro mJeting the requirements of "Literaturkontrolle," bibregularly,-and frequently;.they should
liographies should
"pp"u.irrt."ntl!,
utr:u.rg. their materiitr Uy subject areis and be up-to-date. Weitzel finds
that, Except for the last-rnentioned requirement, all criteria are being met
by the Wbechentliches Verzeichnis del Deutschen Bibliothek. It includes
composite works, monographs, serials,maps, and atlasesappearing in both
parti of Germany, and foriign German-language-publicatrons which have
ileen received by the Deutsche Bibliothek. Excluded are German publications from Ausiria and Switzerland. The latter are entered in the semimonrhly editions of the schueizer Buch (Reihe- A).- and t]|le oesterreichische Bibliographea which are supplied to subscribers of Edition II
lthe book trade edition) of the Woechiniliches Verzeichnrs.It usesa classiied subject arrangement comprised of z5 subject and fo_rmclasseswhich
was takin over almosr unchanged from the Deutsche Nationalbibliographie and.which is quite similai to those used in the Swiss and Austrian
semi-monthly bibliographies.
-various
indexes to the national bibliographies is
An analysis of tf,e
found in thb following chapter of the Weitzel study which an_alyzestheir
usefulnessfrom the poitrt o1 view of verification of bibliographical items.
The index to the Woechentliches Verzeichrzzsis made up of catch-titles
and personal author entfies. Significantly the catch-titles are taken from
titles- and sub-titles, particularly if the latter provide a more expressive
term illuminating the subject content of the item. The Monatsregister'ot
monthly indexes,"are compiled with a view to bridging llt ryP between
the weetly and the semi-arinual,West German bibliographies. They index
not mereiy the West German weqkly bibliography: .blt also..the semi
monthly Sthweizer Buch (Reihe A) and,the OsteryeichischeBibliographie.
.
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rgbg-rgb7 is being compiled. Periodica of the enrire German-speaking
area are included as well as some official publications, i.e., non-book trade
materials. llhe arrangement of the titles is according to a classifiedsubject
arrangement compl:isedof z3 classeswhich are in part identical with those
of the Woechentliches Verzeichnes.Flowever. much use is made of some
zoo divisions. Class r5 (Economics), for example, is sub-divided inro 57
divisions and sub-d.ivisions.Another deviation from established practi"ce
is the arrangement of the titles within the various divisions and subdivisions. While the Prussian Instructions require adherence to a "gram.
matical" order of words, the new method follows a "mechanical" order.
That means that the first word of the title is considered the first OrdnungsiL)ort,or entry word, except for articles, prepositions, and conjunctions.
The "mechanical" order of words is generally used in the Anglo-Saxon
countries. In the index to the periodicals bibliography, entries of a "grammatical" and "mechanical" word order are mixed. Weitzel observesthat

The final chapter of Weitzel's study is devoted ro rhe use of national
bibliographies in the compilation of subject bibliographies. Among other
things, the author explains the "systematische Uebersicht der im Register
vorkommenden Schlagwoerter" which are classifiedarrangements of catchsubject entries listed in the indexes to the semi-annual and quinquennial
West German national bibliographies. These classifiedlistings, which are
appended to the indexes of the bibliographies, are composed of 35 main
classesand some r7o divisions. Through a system of notations the index
entries are tied to the classifiedlist.
Throughout the entire study, Weitzel artemprs to clarify the rules of
entry which are and have been used in the compilation of the various
German-language bibliographies. Flere are just a few illustrarions of concepts which are rarely found in American usage.What is the "entry word"
for anonymous works whose authors are unknown? The C)rdnungswort,
according to the Prussian Instructions, must be the first independent
noun or word used as a noun (substantivum regens). The principle is
explained by citing the following serial title: Marburger geographische
Volume 5, Number 4, Fall, r96t
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Schriften (or Marburg geographical papers). According to the Instmctions, the entry word will be Schriften! Other illustrations concerning the
rules of entry have to do with the catch-title (Stichwort) and catch-subject
(Schlagwort) entries which are used in most of the indexes to the various
current national bibliographies. While the catch-title is defined as the
word which best expressesthe main concept of the title and must be taken
from the title, the catch-subject expressesthe main content of a publication. It may be taken from its title or sub-title or be derived from the contents of the work itself. That definition is somewhat at variance with one
given in a current library text.l
No review of current German national bibliographies would be complete without discussionof two proposed special bibliographies for official
publications. An excellent sourceis Anneliese Budach's chapter, "Amtliche
Druckschriften," in the Festschrift cited above. Miss Budach writes that
two projects are presently being undertaken by the staff of a special public documents department in the West German Deutsche Bibliothek. The
first is the cornpilation of a catalog of official publications which aims to
include documents beginning with the year rgbo; the second is the pub'
lication of a bibliography of gfficial publications on an annual basis. It is
expected that the first volume, which incidentally will comprise documents for two calendar years (1957-58),will be ready soon. The bibliography is to list official and some semi-official West German publications
issued by the federal government, State governments, cities, and churches.
Titles of issuing agencieswill be arranged alphabetically under these four
main classesin accordancewith the "mechanical" word order.
The general impression obtained from a study of these various
developments points to an unusually active bibliographical program in
Germany as well as in Austria and Switzerland. Although there is some duplication of these eftorts in East and West Germany, it is felt that the establishment of a second bibliogtaphical center in West Germany was an
absolute necessityin view of the political situation in the Eastern Democratic Republic. The cooperation between the West German, Swiss,and
Austrain centers also deservesspecial mention, culminating, as it does, in
the sale of the weekly West German national bibliogtaphy together with
its semi-monthly Swiss and Austrian counterparts and the joint indexing
of the three bibliographies in the monthly West German index. With
regard to the type of bibliography issued, the tendency seems to be in
favor of classified subject arrangements with personal author, catch-title,
and citch-subject entries. Separale classifiedbibliographies for periodicals
have also been introduced in West Germany and Switzerland. The adoption of a "mechanical" word order in the West German periodicals and
documents bibliographies may foreshadow a gradual giving way of some
of the time-honored rules of entry in the Prussian Instructions.
r. Tauber,MauriceF. Technicalt"*:';TTJ,raries.
Press, rg55. p. r53. For another definition
bibliothecarii (UNESCO Bibliographi.cal
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NewYork,columbia University

of these terms, see UNESCO's Vocabularium
Handbooks no. z) Paris, 1953. P. r24.
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The Needfor NewStandards
for
LibraryBinding.
Srnpnn'N Fono
Head, Order Department
Uniuersity of Michigan Library
Background

winter of r96o the Bookbinding Committee of ALA's Resourcesand Tech-

more of the principal categoriesof library binding thus defined.
Procedure
This project was placed under the joint sponsorship of the American
Library Association and the Special Libraries Association and under the
direct supervision of ALA's Library Technology Project. The Bookbinding Committee, to which was added a representative of the Special Li
braries Association, served as advisor to the project. A two-man survey

mary mentions the plastic jacket. Although not, strictly speaking, a binding process, use
of the plastic jacket has (and is) apparently revolutionizing the administration of, and
budgeting for, binding and mending in public and (possibly) school libraries. It is to
be greatly regretted that this opportunity to obtain factual information on this important matter was missed.-EJP
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team and a consultant were appointed. The survey team was composedof
William Foley, Manager of Printing and Binding Services,University of
California, Los Angeles, and Stephen Ford, Head of the Order Department, University of Michigan Library. William J. Barrow, restoration
specialist at the Virginia State Library, Richmond, was appointed as Consultant.
Visits were made to 44 libraries of all sizesand types of services,with
as broad a regional representation as possible and covering the wide
variety of climates in this country. This unusual oPportunity for interviews in depth was supplemented by a mail questionnaire which was answered by CZg libraries, again afiording a broad representation of the libraries in the United States.
Binding Needs in Terms of Use
The results of the study were arranged to reflect binding needs as ex'
pressed in terms of the end uses of library materials. All libraries have
large quantities of material receiving heavy use which, when they require binding, must have a highly durable trinding. Many libraries also
have significant amounts of material which will not receive heavy use and
require a binding that will permit both moderate circulation and indefinite preservation. This binding does not need to be as durable as that
required for heavily-used material. In addition to these two principal
categoriesof binding use, libraries have material which presents binding
problems becauseof its physical form or its special use.
These materials receive heavy use: all adult fiction and non-fiction in
public libraries; almost all serials and a few monographs in special, college, university, and research libraries; a few serials in public libraries;
children's books in public and school libraries. A durable binding similar
or equal to that presently available from the Class A specifications is required for these materials.
In college, university, and research libraries there are significant
amounts of material which are not heavily used but which must have a
binding treatment that will permit them to stand on the shelves,to circulate, and in many cases,to be preserved indefinitely. In special and public libraries there are also moderate amounts of this material, but not to
the same degree as in the researchlibraries. School libraries and children's
collections in public libraries do not have lesser-usedmaterial in this
sense.Librarians need and are searchin6;for economy in binding in the
face of constantly-increasing amounts of unbound material which they
must collect and preserve.
Binding Needs f or Special Form,sof Material
Use is the primary criterion in determining the type of binding selected for materials in all libraries. Most books and serials fall within one
of the use categoriesreferred to above. They are materials which do not
present special problems because of their physical form. The balance
of binding needs representsmaterials from a minor part of the collections
'
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of the libraries visited, but these needs are by no means a minor part of
librarians' expressionsof need. As in other procedures, the exceptions to
the rule are most troublesome.
Materials which are difficult to bind spur the greatest.eloquence from
librarians. Inner margins which are too narrow for any sewing represent
a serious problem, especially with the growrh of paperback book publication in the past few years. When these materials cannot be considered

expensive for all but the most imporrant pieces.Librarians have developed
many methods for handling poor paper, ranging from discarding, through
wrapping in paper, to boxing. Adhesive binding, again, represents the

should. There are methods of spine construction for binding music to
assureflat opening without hinging each sheet,but these are not available
to all libraries or librarians are not aware of them. Specificationsfor binding music to open flat zre needed.

B i n d i n g B o o k sA b r o n d
Many university and researchlibraries are having books bound abroad
at the point of purchase. In certain countries labor costs are so low that
this is an economy for all libraries in the United states. Binding cosrsvary
around this country, and a small group of libraries finds that all binding
done abroad is lessexpensive than thai done here. The elimination of thi
VoltLme 5, Number
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separatehandling for binding of a book after receipt in a library is also an
important e.o.roirry for many large libraries. The quality.of these bind.
ingi is generally regarded as sarisfactory, and most librarians expect an
extension of their programs of binding books abroad.
Repair and Restoration of Fine Bindings
The repair and resroration of the bindings of rare books pose problems
in a number of libraries. Professional work of good quality is expensive,

Publisherl Bindings

with the use of materials and methods at the same or only slightly more
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many other juveniles, and they frequently buy classicsamong older children's books in pre-bound form. Hlgh school level and adult books are

Binding Substitutes
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AdhesiaeBindings
The use of adhesive bindings for library binding and rebinding is
one of the most interesting developments in libraries at this time. The
poor experience of many librarians with cheap adhesive bindings used
on the wrong materials has closed their eyes to the potentialities of these
bindings, especially to the newer types. The library profession needsmore
information on adhesive bindings in terms of the durability of the whole
book and the durability and stability of its components.
Education
Although most librarians understand how books and bindings are
made, too many librarians have only partial information in this area.
There is serious need for the education of both library science students
and trained librarians in these terms. This education should include the
elements of book construction, how various kinds of bindings are made,
how a library bindery does its work, what kinds of library bindings are
possible, for which types of library materials each binding is aPProPriate'
and how to make judgements on the repair and restoration of fine bindings. A complete n€w manual on binding should be prepared and stePs
should be taken to encourageAmerican library schoolsto include in their
curricula more education related to the physical book and to suitable
choicesof bindings for library materials.
Performance Standards
The three bookbinding specifications now in common use are based
solely upon materials and methods rather than upon the results to be
accomplished. Specifications are manufacturers; "blueprints" for making
a commodity, but specificationsstanding alone tend to be inflexible. With
the rapidly-advancing technology of the present day, librarians must be
assured of receiving the benefits of these advances.This can be done only
through the establishment of standards in terms of performance. Using
such standards as bases,specifications may then be developed which will
be flexible becausethey will be continuously rewritten in responseto the
results of the testing of new materials and methods.
In order to develop pe'rformancestandards,performance must be measured. Tests of a commodity, properly used, determine the performance
that can be expected of it. This is as applicable to the binding of books
as to other products. Existing tests and testswhich must be developed can
provide correlation with actual use. They will test the durability of the
complete volume and of the component parts of a binding, and they will
determine the stability of the materials of binding.
Performance standards will then be formulated from the results of
these tests. The performance standards will be translated into concise,
workable terminology for the use of librarians with means of progressing
from the reports of the results of testing to meaningful statementsof probable durability and stability.
'
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Summary
The end uses of library materials identified in the study demonstrate
that standards are needed
five types of library binding: (r) Heavily-for
-1tstal,
(z) Heavy-formar material, (3) Lesser-usei material,
Y:.d.
1i;
Music, (5) Belles letrres.
There is also serious need for realistic performance standards for trade
or,edition bindings that would permit p.rblishers to produce books that
will be more durable for library use. preiuming even th" -ort pessimistic
prospects for the wide use of standards by thJpublishing industry, they
would, at the least, serve as guideposts to efie;t some iiprovements in
trade binding.
These standards should be establishedto assistlibrarians to get the best
binding appropriate to their needs at minimum costs. Theie are four
qualities which should be common to each of these bindings: durability
and stability of the various elements of the binding, aurilitity
of the
'eading and photocopying,
and legi-

should be of a performance type.

: binding should bear names which
:s for specificationsin order to avoid
required by the end usesof materials

Nonrrau E. Tarrs, Librarian
Henry Ford Community College
Dearborn, Michigan
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of the book budget might well be an important method of bringing about
increased cooperation.
The final decision to change from a budget administered completely
by the Librarian to a departmental allocation of book funds came out
oi a joint study made by ihe Faculty Library Committee and the librariunr. Thir decision meant that each department in the school would be
allocated a definite percentage of the library book budge,. T!9 Library
would reserve for itJown use u su- for a general fund from which reference books and recreational books could be purchased. From his allocated
bank of money, the Department Head or his representative could order
books to build up the collection in his field. The Library was to be
responsible for keeping the accounts and for making a monthly rePort to
the departments. The actuul ordering of books would, of course, be done
by the Acquisitions Librarian. Under this system,each department could
make long-range plans to build the collection in its field or fields. At the
beginning of each school year, the department would be advised as to
how much it could spend.
The problem *hi.h confronted the Faculty Library Committee and
the libralians at this point was how to determine the amount each deDartment was to re.eirre. The librarians were well aware from reading
iibru.y literature that no university or four-year college had come up with
a completely satisfactory formula capable of wide application. The situation cilled for a flexible plan, tailoied to the needs of our College, and
capable of being used in future years when a number of the factors in the
situation would be changed. It is rather like building a house for which
the specifications are forever changing. The librarians were also aware
that while allocating a part of the library budget to each department
tends ro srimulate ficulty interest in the library and to develop faculty
support for a larger library budget, it also could produce bitter, interneii.re warfare. The battle iines could be drawn between department and
department as well as between a department and the library.
The librarians and the Faculty Library committee agreed that the
first step in allocating percentages was to develop criteria or yardsticks
by which departmeniai d.-o.tdt and needs could be measured' The
Faculty Libriry Committee asked the librarians to evolve this set of criteria together with recommendations as to the percentage each department wis to receive. T'he library staff found that precedents for an allo'
cated budget were clifficult to find among other junior college libraries.
The precedents to be founcl at four-vear colleges and universities needed
careful examination ancl analysis before they could be adopted. The
yardsticks we were to develop must reflect junior college needs.
Two basic groups of criteria, external and internal, were worked out.
We felt these wouli be valid when appliecl to the demands and needs of
each department. External criteria were yardsticks which were objective
and dicl not involve factors implicit in our local situation. Internal criteria were constructed to measule factors which were peculiar to our
college, our departments, and our faculty.
.
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External criteria are:
t. The degree of cornpletenessof a cctllection in a fietd must be d,etermined by using biliographies and faculty experts. This kind of work can
often best be done by a departmental representative who is a specialist
in the field and is, presumably, best qualified to make this kind tr j"agment. There are, of course, bibliographies that can be used to measure
the-degree of completeness.These bibliographies must of course be used
with the particular needs of a college in mincl. Some of these bibliographies are Mary N. Barton's Ref erence Boohs: A Brief Guide for Students
and other users of the Library.4th edition (Baltimore, Enoch pratt Library, rg5g); Foster L. Morhardls A List of Boohs
for Junior College
Libraries (Chicago, A.L.A., rq37); Frank
J. Bertalan's Boohs for Juniir
Colleges (Chicago, A.L.A., r954); W. Stanley Hoole,s The Classified.List
of Reference Boohs and. Perioclicals for college Libraries,
3rd edition
(Atlanta, southern Association of colleges and secondary Scliools, commission on Colleges and Universities, ig55); philipp
J. McNifi,s Cafa_
Iogue of the Lamont Library, Haruard. Colirg"
lCamUrlage, Mass., Har_
vard rJniversiry Press, 19..6); The Haruard, ixt oy Boohi irz psychorogy
(Cambridge, Nf ass.,Flarvard_University press, r g55), and.Supp I ementary
Zest published in July r958; R. R. Hawiins,s sriiiiific, Med,iiai
and, Tech_
nical Boohs Publi.shed in the u.s.A. to Decemb,er 1956,
end eclition
(Washington, D. C., National Academy of Science, National
Research
1958). Louis R. Wilson's fhi Ubrary in College Instruction
!9unc-il,
(New York, H. W. Wilson, rg5r) and patricia Knapp's Coitege
Teaching
and the CoIIegeLibrary (Chicago,A.L.A., rg5g; witt be
fouid useful ro
gain perspective on the problern of evaluation.
z. The number of boohspublished each year in a subject
.
field has an
i m p ort ant. bear-ing up o n treci d.ing ail oca t i onr. nrrery order iibrarian
knows
that certain subject areas are covered much more completery
than others.
^publication
For-exarnple, in each year's publications the rate of
in the
fields 61 English and politicaiscience is much higher
tiran in automorive
technology or mathematics. while junior colle[e ribrarians
cannot attempt to buy a majority.of the titles publishedin
any field, they must
consider,the rate of publication as a factor in allocatirig
funds.
g. The relatiae cost,pe! uolume of boohs in a giair
field must also
be considered. Art booki,
tend ro be riuch more expensive
{or
9x1nnle,
than books published in the fiela tf history or literarure.
In r95g, the
average cost of an art book was $rr.35, while the average
cost of a history book was $6.46. The average .ori"ot a book in the n"eta
or lirerature
wa-s$3'54.1 similarly, books published in the fields of science
and technology are relatively expensive.
4. The rate of obsolescenceamong books in a gizten field is a fourth
factor to consider. Books in technology and scienc"eare much more frequently in need of replacement becaJse old editions have been superseded. The life of a technical book is seldom more rhan five years.
New
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discoverieseach year and frequent changesin technical processesmake the
field a relatively expensive area to keep up to date in.
Internal criteria reflect the need to construct measurements which
assay the needs and habits of a particular institution and a Particular
department. It is these criteria which most surely determine whether the
junior college library will provide the resourcesneeded to meet the curricular needs of its own college. Beyond this, these criteria must insure
that the materials selected help in inspiring teaching, stimulate faculty
and students, and keep the faculty abreast of current scholarship' Local
needscan be measured as follows:
r. The number of students taught by a department, the number of
classestaught, and the number of classesranging from the beginners'
classesto aduanced classescan be used as a measuring deuice. This is one
of the most important criteria. There is no doubt that sheer quantity of
students and the size of the department present an important factor to be
considered in allocating the budget. There is some danger, however, that
faculty groups looking tor an easy measuring device may seize upon this
criteria as the most important one. This can lead to a seriously unbalanced collection. The danger is especially real because the enrollment
of students in the department and the number of classescan be reduced
to statistics which in turn can be turned into an easy formula.
z. The a.mount of use and the kind of use made of library materials
by the teachers in a department form another criteria. There are some
departments in junior colleges which rely much more heavily on the use
of textbooks than others. Some teachers limit the greater part of their
assignments to a few reserve books. To be considered here are a number
of fields in the junior college curriculum which are best served by periodicals rather than books. Cgnsequently, some departments need fewer books
and more periodicals and pamphlets. Whether or not a department has
the policy of assigning research papers to its students must be reflected in
the departmental allocation. These internal conditions serve to indicate
that two departments with the same number of students might receive
quite difierent allocations.
g. Departments which haae recently added neu classesor plan to
expand their ofrerings mu,streceiaespecial consideration.
4. The number of different hinds of courses taught in a department
will haue a bearing upon the allocation figure it is assigned. There are
departments such as the social science department which have many
different courses in such widely separated disciplines as sociology and
history. Further, books in English history are not of much help in the
study of Russian history even though both coursesare history.
5. The record of participation by a department in book ordering ouer
the past years is a releuant factor in determining the allocation. Teachers
who have been alert and conscious of the contribution the library can
make to the education of their students have a Sreater claim upon the
library budget than those who have not actively participated in book
selection. A liberal provision for this kind of library-orientated depart'324'
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ment is not to be interpretecl as a reward, but as a recognition of their
interest in building a well-rounded collection. These teachirs can be relied
upgl to spend their money carefully and wisely.
unhappily, unspent or misspent departmentar allocation are not unuse most junior college libraries are
rate collection and are operating on a

ffiTill:'.1':1ffi:"1
;lj'#rit:
oncethese
criteria
were
estabri,#lT#l1'#:J:f:1frX1ff',,ue*u,

in--a position to make allocations to the various departments in the
college. No attempt was made to assign some kind of numerical value to
a criterion so that rhe percentage of the library buclget could. be assigned
in a so-called "objective" fashion. The stafi feli that"any plan of scientific
apportionment would inevitably rest upon subjective judgments. The
attempt at a formula would not protect the tibriry from th6 accusations
charging favoritism nor would it-arrive at a formula that could be used
year after year. The juaior college, perhaps, more than any other college,
is constantly adapting its curriculum to new needs in the communitv: and
any plan musr be geared to change. The staff felt that it was bettei to be
frankly impressionistic in applying these criteria to a department.
After each department hid been measured against the criteria evolved
.
by the staff,_percenragesw_ereassigned to rhe;epartments. Twenty_five
percent of the total book budget was assigned to a general fund io be
used by the library in the purchase of refirence boo"ks ancl sets, recreational
-reading, and to b_uy6ooks in areas in which there was no depart*,"":u1 responsibility.. one per cenr was also reserved. to the .oilege
administrators ro use in buying books on various aspects of higher educition.
Th5
step was-to take the suggestedpercentages to the depart_
1e1t
mental chairmen for the purpose of discussion and revision. This itep,
we felt, yT-i" many ways the most crucial. If the experimental plan for an
allocated library budget would flounder, this was the place in the proceedings at which difficulties would develop. The acrimony and porribl.
competition for money did_not develop as-we had expected; the experimental budget was changed, however, as a result of ihese consultaiions
with the departments. sometimes the allocations were revised. upward
when new facts were offered by the chairman of a department, ind in
other cases,the allocation was cut. In all events, these discussionmeetings
with the departments were highly successful and. contributed substantially toward an equitable distribution of library book funds.
As th_e.nextstep, the revised allocation list was finally brought to the
Faculty r,ibrary committee for review. At this meeting, it was irade very
clear to the Faculty Library committee that the alloc"atedbudget which
had been evolved was only to remain in efiect for one year. rn aTollowing
year, the allocations would be changed to meet a new curricular emphal
sis or to concentate ribrary monies in subject areas which badly needed
expansion.
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The Library Committee asked for and received an explanation justifying several of the allocation percentages.After some debate, the Library
Committee voted to change a few of the percentages.The library staff
accepted the changes,and the allocated departmental library budget was
ready to go into operation.
The following list shows the allocations made:
PROPOSED ALI-OCATED

BUDGET

FOR

196o-196r
Percentage

Administration
Art
Business & Economics
English
Journalism; Philosophy; Speech; Theatre
Foreign Languages
General Fund
Management & Supervisory Training
Mathematics
Music
Nursing
Physical & Biological Sciences
Physical Education & Community Leadership
Psychology & Education
Related Trades Instruction
Social Sciences
History; Geography; Political Science & Sociolow
Technical

I
J

1

I

25

I

4
I
3
c

r5
5
Total

roolo

Because there are so many intangible factors involved, one of the
most dimcult tasks of librarianship is to determine the effectivenessof a
course of action once initiated. Nevertheless, the library staff feels that
certain benefits from a departmental allocation of library book funds have
already accrued to the Henry Ford Community College Library.
We have detected a much greater interest in the library as a whole,
the building of its book collection, and book selection procedures and
problems. Departments and individual faculty members who were formerly apathetic towards the library have taken a much Sreater interest.
Much more support has been developed for a request to double the library
budget in the next fiscal year. As a result of making the allocations, college
administrators now have a much clearer picture of the library needs and
how it spends its money. Their task of taking the library budget requests
to the superintendent of schools has been made easier because departmental requests stand in back of the librarians' requested budget. The
surveying of the collection by the librarians and faculty members, made
while determining the percentage of the budget to be allocated to a
department, could now be used for making budget requests at the superintendent of schoolslevel.
'
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RTSDPresident's

r960-t961
MrlvrN J. Vorcr, President

.|IP.ACT.IVITIES
OF the ALA Resources ancl Technical Services
I rrrvrslon rnvolve many RTSD members. These activities may be divided as follows:
Office of the Executive Secretary,
Board of Directors,
Sections,
Committees,
Representatives,
Regional Groups, and
Publication (Lib rary R esou,r
ces an d. T echnical Sentic es)
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The Board unanimously and enthusiastically approved, and recom'
mended to the ALA Executive Director that he offer her the appointment.

rypes.
Cataloging and. ClassificationSection (Sarah Vann, Chairman)

an ALA conference.

'
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Acquisitions Section (Harald Ostvold, Chairman)

Seri,alsSection (Stephen W. Ford, Chairman)

Copying Methods Section (Charles G. LaHood,
Jr., Chairman)
The copying Methods section's activities at this time are centered
questions of standardization. rts committee on Library standards
1."119
for Microfi-lm is producing a revised edition of A Gu,id.eto )liicrofilming
Practices. A second project which will be importanr to all libraries is the
Volume 5, Number 4, FalI, t96r
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development of a standarclizedphotographic order form. This form, like
the stindard inter-library loan form, will, it is hoped, be produced by
commercial library supplier as a regular stock item.
The Section has alJo authorized the publication of a new edition of
The Directory of Institutional Photoduplication Seruicesin the United
States.
R?SD Committees
Much of the work of the Resourcesand Technical ServicesDivision is
done through committees. I can report here on only a few of these.
The Bookbinding Committee under the chairmanship of Arnold
Trotier has a major project underway and another planned for next
year. Its primary concern is the develoPment of library binding performance standards. American libraries spend millions of dollars each year
on binding; thus standards of this tyP€ are long overdue. The first phase
of this project, supported by a grant from the Council on Library Resources, has been completed. This phase has consisted of an interviewtype survey conducted by Stephen Ford of Michigan and William Foley
of the University of California. Libraries were sampled to collect data on
binding needs in order to identify and define the categories of library
binding for which performance standards, specifications, and accePtance
tests are needed. The second phase will be a testing program to establish
performance standards, specifications, and accePtance tests. Plans for
phase two are being workecl out now. The Committee's second project
is a one-day institute on bookbinding and repair which is now scheduled
for Saturday, June 6, 1962, the day before the official opening of the
Miami Beach Conference.
Another hardworking committee has been the Public Documents
Committee under the able chairmanship of William Pullen. The Public
Documents Committee completed its work this year as a divisional committee. Because of the great importance of documents to librarians in
other divisions, the Committee now becomes an interdivisional committee of the Reference Division and RTSD. Responsibility for documents
is one of a number of areas which ALA reorganization left in limbo'
None of us are sure that the interdivisional committee will fully meet the
problem and the needs, but both of the divisions involved have agreed to
try it, \,4/e hope that with a strong committee, this important atea can
be given the attention it requires.
The major emphasis of the Committee during the past year has been
on depository library legislation. Last year the depository bill died in the
Senate Rules and Administration Committee. In spite of the obvious
need and importance of legislation on depository libraries, our Committee reported at Cleveland that at this time there is no legislation pending in the Congressto revise the depository library laws.
The Regional Processing Committee under the chairmanship of
Evelyn Day Mullen is interested primarily in centralized processing for
public libraries. A manual of procedure and operations is being drafted
'
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with a completion deadline set for next February. centralized processing
has become particularly important in connection with projects under thi
Library services Act. various management studies of r.r.h centers are
underway. Through a grant from the Council on Library Resources, a
study has been made this past year of one of the outstanding regional
processing cenrers, that of the Southwest Missouri Librarv seriice.-with
increasing pressures on libraries everywhere to reduce
frocessing cosrs,
the work of this committee becomesmore and more impoitant to libraries
of all types.
The Resourcescommittee, under the dynamic chairmanship of Ralph
Flllsworth, is working on projects of tremendous value to ail research
libraries. Most of its work is clone through two sub_committeeswhose
n a m e sa r e i n d i c a t i v e o f t h e i r i m p o r r a n c e ;i h . s u b - c o - m i t t e e o n M i c r o publishing Projects and the sub-eommitree on the National union catalog. The first sub-committee is making steady progress on the long-term
project o_festablishing itself as a national clearing house. The publiiation
of the National Union catalog, the problems of its continuid development,. and the publication of the Cyriilic Union Catalog u.e u-o.rg the
most important projects of the second sub-comrnittee.
In another area, the School Library Technical services committee
has been active
and
_in sponsoring a manual on centralized. cataloging
-be
proc,essingfor school libraries. A draft has been prepared and will
revised before publication.
The Division has many other committees whose work is more in the
nature of divisional operation. \Arithout them the Division could not
operate. They include the By-Laws committee, the organization committee, the conference Program committee. the Nominating committee, and the Elections Committee.
Many of the Division's activities of great value to all of us go orr
year after year without fuss or fanfare. two of the most importint of
these are r-ibrary Resources and rechnical seruices and the council of
Regional Groups. LRTS speaksfor itself. It is often referred to as one of
our best professional periodicals. This is due almost entirely to Esther
Piercy, irs Ediror, her stafi of Assisrant Editors, the Managing bditor, and
the Advertising and circulation Managers. The council of Regional
Groups reaches to every,part of the country. Through these groups, mosr
of them associated with srate ancl regional libriry associatiJns, and
through the visits of our Executive secretary to them, come much of the
progress in processing methods and procedures and, conversely, many
of the ideas which lead to important activities and programs in the Divi
sion, its sections,and committees.
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Reportof the RTSDExecutiveSecretary,
1960,1961
OncrNe MenoNnv, Executi,aeSecretary,t954 /6t

A FTER SEVEN BUSY and rewarding years at Headquarters, one of
the final duties was the preparatioln and now the presentation of
fl
this report. If its style sounds slightly different from those in the past,
the set?ing of its writing may be the reason. For, instead of the desk in
the RTSD office, it is biing written on the porch of my horne overlooking Wonder Lake.
It is not my intention to recall the events of the past seven years, but
I can't help thinking of my introduction as Executive Secretary at th-e
Conference in Minne:apolis in ry54. It was a thrilling experience, though
at that time I tt"o.i i-ugined that the DCC, with a membership
of approximately 3,ooo would grow into the RTSD with its c"uffent
membership of ovei 5,8oo. The reorganization of ALA provided- turmoil
and anxiety, but the results seem to me to have been worthwhile, not
only to the Headquarters staff, but to the membership as well. It is not
p.ri..t, an{. we no doubt all have our own ideas of changes_that would
iectify some of the resulting imperfections' A few changesare being made,
and it is inevitable that a future reorganization will set a new pattern
for our association to cope with changing conditions in our profession.
It is, however, the year lg6of 6r about which I should be reporting-, and
as always I acknowledge that the significant work of the Division is being
done by our officers ind committees. The President's repolt contains
highlights of RTSD committees, and the section chairmen will describe
the aciivities of the section committees. Headquarters makes no distinction in our work with our various units; some call on us more than
others. Perhaps I can mention briefly some of the ways in which we do
assist.For the Bylaws Committee this past year we reported a sug-ge_sted
ammendment from one of the regional groups, and we submitted bylaws
of a state group petitioning for affiliation as a regional grouP. For the
Award of the M"tguret Mann Citation Committee, we are responsible for
the preparation of the citation, notification of the recipient,-and publicity in connection with the award. We co-operated with the Duplicates
Exchange Union committee by mailing norices to all the members. As
the diviiion responsible for the naming of the ALA representative to the
the-members
Joint Committee on Government Publications, we polled
io elect the chairman. \A/e made arrangements for the RTSD booth for
the Descriptive Catalog Committee Chairman, Bernice Field, who planned
and execuied the Catalog Code Revision display at this Conference. For
the School Library Technical Services Committee we served as liaison
.
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on cataloguing Principles being held in paris in october. we were responsible for preparing the ALA reporr to the Council on Library Resources on the "Travel Grant to Promote the rnternational Coordination of cataloging Rules." It was this granr that enabled the four rFLA

tween the cataloging and classification Section and the Library Association in connection with the proposed Anglo-American collaboration on
cataloging rules.

The RTSD Executive secretary serves as circulation Manager for
Library Resources and rechnical seruices.For each issue we have to order the press run, and I must confessin several instances to being more
conservative than a 6;ood guesser.with the exception of ^one (the Summer 196o issue) I underestimated the need whenever zRTS is out of
print. For s-ummer 196o, the press didn't send as many copies as ordered,
and we had to have a rerun. Because of the expense, we ordered only
those needed to satisfy members and subscrib.rr, io that that issue is also
now out of print. During ry6o/6r only one new exchange was arranged,
and that was berween LRTS and the Bulletin of the Coincil f or Sciences
of Indonesia
B:.uTg of my continuing interest and belief in centralized process.
ing, the Editor, Esther Piercy, asked me to write an arricle for zRis sumVolume 5, Number q, Fall, t96t
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marizing centralized processing acrivity in the United states. For my informatidn I senr a ciecklist io all the processing centers listed by the
Library Seivices Branch of the U. s. office of Education. N{y findings app"ut.d in the Winter, 196r, issue of ZRTS alongwith-other articles on
ientralized processing; al"l have been very well received by the profession'
RTSD Jpottott several projects made possible by foundation grants'
In order to receive a grant, a proposal must be drafted and approved'
first by the RTSD Boird of Direciors, and then by the ALA Executive
Board before it can be submitted to a foundation.
Grants made by the Council on Library Resourcet In-c', have provided four projects undertaken or completed during this fiscal-year by
RTSD. A graniof $rr7r.oo has made poisible a reevaluation study of the
Southwest Missouri Library Services, Inc. Mrs. Frances Dukes Carhart
made the survey, and her report has been received and is being edited for
publication uy ere. A sum of $rooo.oo was granted to-th€ Library Standards for Microfilm Committee to produce a revision of the Guide to Mi'
crofi.lming practices. Two amounis were p;ranted for Catalog Code Revision: $igoo.oo for meetings of the Catalog Code Revision Commitee
u.rd $4o"-ol"o for editorial work on the Code. Another project has been
.o*pt.tea as a result of a $49oo.oogrant to determine "The Feasibility of
Developing a Code Numbei for Identifying Individual_Current Ameri.an p.,btiZutions." The study was made by Gustav Flarrer and Alex
Ladenson. Their final report was submitted in April, and ALA's lePort
to CLR has been made, thus completing the project'
Last Fall each member of the Headquarters stafi was asked to PrePar_e
job
description for the Deputy Exeiutive Director/Mana-gement' Ala
thfugh a chore, mine was useiul io the Committee -appointed to seek my
,,r..."rro.. You might be interested to know that the largest Prgpolltiol
of my time, go"/", is sPent in correspondenceand working with the Division and Section officers. Other larg
reports and in serving in advisorY
into the latter category. In recallir
most frequent topics had to do with
lists, special classification schemes,c
library materials, suggestionsof names to fill cataloging position vacancies, centralized catil"oging for school libraries, processing cen^ters,book
purchasinp; policies, ap*proue.lbookbinders and specifications for library
ii6tuty relations with book dealers or jobbers, cataloging audioLinclings,
*materials,
the revised cataloging code, and the Wilson Company
visual
entry on Wilson Cards. I attempted- to answer
title-page
using
of
policy
^all
inquiries, 6"t -ury, of course, were also referred to committee chairmen for additional iniormation. Even after seven years, I don't claim to
know all the answers, although it is surprising how freqently the same
are repeated year after year.
questions
^
our advisory activities also take the form of field trips. In many ways
these trips ut" ih. most rewarding of all my duties. Getting acquainted
with the membership has always seemed to me one of the most pleasant

'
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and most important responsibilities of the Executive secr:etary.This last
year my travel was rather limited, but I did ger around a little. In September I attended, in New York, a joint meeting of the Catalog Code
Revision Committee Steering Committee and the Cataloging and Clussification Executive commitee to plan continuation of code ievision. rn
early Fall, I accompanied Mrs. Cirhart to Bolivar, Mo., on her first re-

Services: Progress and Prospects." Early in November I attended the In-

To conclude, I suppose I should have some words of wisdom to ofier.
All I can think of are thanks to all the wonclerful people who have helped
me so much. The cooperation of the stafi at Headquarters has been remarkable. Losing my Secretary, Mrs. Lehar, last winter was a blow, but
we are fortunate to have Mrs. Frarriet Freeman as our new secretary. she
has been doing yeoman service for the past two months in running the
office herself except for the day or so a *eek that r have been there. The
division and section officers and committee chairmen have worked diri

much success,progress,and 6;ood fortune in the claysahead.

Remarks
at the RTSD
Membership
Meeting,
ll, 196l
HrrnN M. Wnrcu
President, RT SD, t 96t -6z
ELLOW MEMBERS OF the Resourcesand Technical ServicesDivivision:
is a proud thing to take office as your president. The past presiclents
- ]t
of this young Division can be counted on the fingers of one hand without
the aid of the thumb. Each has brought many excellent qualiries ro the
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office, and I have sought to learn a lesson from e a c h , w l r i c h I m i g h t
apply in the year ahead.
From Ed Colburn, his statesmanship in the formative year of the
Division;
From Bernice Field, the down-to-earth, practical, and competent
mind at work, refusing to be diverted from the main issue;
From John Fall, a sort of wise graciousnesswhich easesthe rough
places;
and
From Mel Voigt, level good temper and steadinessunder catastroPhic
changes.
If these lessonswere not enough, I could learn from Molly Mahoney
the devotion which grows out of knowing the total program and

the mantle of privileged knowledge based on experience, always
able to pick out the important long-run results of any activity or
area of discussion.
I will be mindful of these qualities. To them, I will bring good intentions

a "has been."
saying
'
Our past is good. I am proud of the statesmanship of a membership
which voted to join together in the united strength which is the Resources
and Technical Services Division. Four years have seen us settle onto a
firm foundation. The problems which have been solved make our present
problems seem solvable too. No criseswill occur during the coming year;
we've had them all during the past year, and the law of averagesprotects
us.
The challenge of unsolved old and new problems we shall have in
abundance: recruitment: the creation of a more immediately responsive
sounding board for testing new ideas; the financial difficulties of ALA'
which uie ours too; closer coordination of the technical servicesfor more
efficient operations; and the drive for the Acquistions, Serials, and Copying Methods Sections to catch up with the several years sta,rt which the
caialogers have had. I think it is correct to say that these three Sections
are in the exciting stage of formative years, which CCS passed through
before RTSD was invented.
Molly said that "the significant work of the Division is being done
by our officers and committees." Mel said, "My report and those which
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have-preceded it . . . have shown again that the . . . Division operares
l9gef)'
its constituent ug"n.i.r-sections, committees, represenra_through
tlt"r.':.I.agree' but-perhaps beciuse I work each day in the ratirer indivlclualrstrc, nonconformist.area of acquisitions instead of in cataloging,
where small details must be patiently worked into an area of
common
agreement, I find that rhe
things which happen and the progress
which is made have their -good
beginnings"in the min'd'of one person. rndividuals must have the- ideas ind e>r"press
them. The on. ,fiing which I
want to leave with each of you, thenf is a call to duty. you have"given
me
a job, and I am givingjouone.
If you see a possible solution to a prob_
lem, or if you can define a problem, let one of your officers
or your
committee chairmen know of it. you are the Division. you are
daily
enmeshed in its areas of responsibility. you will make its future,
and we
want its future to be good.
hope to seeall ol yo.r in Miami. Today's program has been a fine
one
-I
and an ambitious one. Miami's will be reis amultious as to rength,
but,
we hope, every bit as.worthy of your attenrion. Our present
piu., i, to
present a program which will b,ring you up-to_date on applying
modern
data.processingmechanisms to library'procdd.r.er.
-y first official u.t, i i.urre the pleasant duty of thanking
- - 1:d_1.y, 1
Melvin voigt in your^behalf fo1 a job well done. In this agelofjet
travel,
no other division of ALA has had so mobile a president &
u bltt., orr..
As my second official act, I declare this meeting adjourned.

Our New RTSDExecutive
Secretary

Elizabeth G. Rodell

ELIZABETH GOODSON RODELL. formerly Head o[ the Caralog Deparrmenr, Rice
University, assumed on September first the
position at Headquarters aJ Executive Secre_
tary of the Resources and Technical Services
Division of the ALA.
A native Texan, Mrs. Rodell received her
A.B. (with distinction) from Rice Institute
(now University), her B.S. in Library Science
from Denver University, and also did ,orrr.
graduate work at the University of Chicag<_r.
Her early_experience included an apprentice_
ship in the Rosenberg public Libiiry, Galveston, Texas; Circulation Assistant at the
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Great Books Council (in which she was a discussion leader) and is a

ized area of the profession."
Elizabeth Rbaett answers to the names of "Elizabeth," "Liz," or
"E.R."; she speaks in a soft drawl with a touch of Texas twang, has an
elfin senseof humor, is modest in manner, but confessesto being enough
of a "ham" to enjoy public speaking. It has been noted that her"interests
are "broadly cultural as well as seriously professional."
It's good having you a'board, rna'arn.

Groups
Regional
Bensene WnsreY, Chairman
Council of Regional GrouPs

wish to express our appreciation and gratitude to her.
The Council of Regional Groups luncheon was held on Wednesday,

The regional groups now total 29. As my first official act as your new
Chairman, it was my privilege at the annual businessmeeting of RTSD
ro move approval of the affiliation of the Resourcesand Technical Services Section of the New York Library Association. We welcome them to
the Council and anticipate the rePort of their activities.
r
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the ProiRegional Group of Librarians in Technical services, describing
standardization'
ect?nd defining its five categories;tesdng and evaluation'
services'Then
researchand develop-".r,, ,'y.r"- studie"s,_andinformation
heoutlinedstudies,,,'derwayorprojectedineachofthesecategories.
Michi
of
The Technical ServicesSe.tio" uttd tht College Section .the
LibrariService
gunlibru.y Association ancl the Northern Ohio Tichnical
Library' Maumee'
in, held a successfuljoint meeting at the Lucas County
Service Center
(Library
Eckford
L'
Miry
Ohio. At the morning session
and daily
organization.
gar-ne*itt",
the
iescribed
O.;
Ohio,
of Eastern
and
r9
public
3o school
center which serves
operations of the p.*"ttl"g
\Mestern
Department'
(History
libraries. After luncheon, \'Villiu,o Dunbar
Collections
"Local
History
on
group
the
nli.nigun University) addressed
gto"Pt1li:l
in the Library." The members thenlormed two discussion
Public
Detroit
(Burton Historical collection,
were led by James B";;;;k
UniReserve
IMestern
Service'
Shera (Scliool of Library
iiUt"ryl uitil.rr"
versity).
New Jersey LiThe winter worshop of the Catalogers Section of the
for
g,roups-one
two
brary Association was ireld in February, 196r, with
medium
anC
small
for
other
college and large p.rUtl. libraries and'thee'g" subject headsized libraries-discussing everyday mutual problems'
of this Group'
meeting
spring
the
;\t
anJlytics,'etc'
ingr, .row references,
spoke
Education)
of
Evelyn Day Mullen 1iit.J.y $toites BrancL, Office
Developments in Centralized Cataloqi"s'l
or "i{...ti
., ,:
at their annual
The philadelphia Area Technical service Libririans,
(I-aS1]t1 College)
dinner meeting l" fr'fuy, ft.urd Brother.Edmund Joseph
use o[ electronic
the
speak on "So Likely ?o Report"' His topic *-ut
cards to
punched
IBM
of
machines in the library' speiifically the uie
system
this
College
LaSalle
At
and evaluat. .li.ot'utio" statistics.
i^tyr"
isusedtoshowtt'"'"ui".t"rthebookborrowedandtheyearandsubject
books are used influspecialization of the bJrro*er' This report of how
encesbook-buYing Policies.

LEIBEL

"IBS"

PLAIV

and one invoice will deliver booksfrorn

According to the Leibel organization,c
orders (including prebinding, if desire
normal\ required for delivery of bool
will sell booksat its establisheddiscottr
basedon th tional chargelor processing
in a single invoice'
included
be
will
All charges
Detailsofthe..IBSPlan''arec"ontainedinanewbookletavailable
Carl J. Leibel, Inc., re36 South Hatcher,La Puenta'Calif'
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Substantive
Changesin the Draft Code,
June1960-July
196l
Auonny Surrn
Catalog Department
Free Library of Philadelphia
P hi ladelp hia, P ennsyluania

controversy have been altered by these votes, others reaffirmed. The most
important of these are here brought together ro serve to up-date the r96o
draft for use until the next revision appears. The meetings referred to
are as follows:
on.Caralog Code Revision, McGill University,
ln11ityte
June r3-r7, r96o;
ccS Executive committee and the catalog code Revision Steeiing ctmmittee, September z4-zg, 196o;
Catalog Code Revision Steering Committee, December zg-3o, r96o;
Catalog Code Revision Committee, January z9-3o, r96r;
catalog code Revision committee plus ccs Executive committee, cataloging Policy and Research committee, and consultants from various
divisions of ALA, July 8-9, 196r. Excepr when specified otherwise, the
vote is that of the Code Revision Committee alone.
_ Rule r (General Rule) The Execurive committee decision of september 24, rg o, to limit Volume r of the code to books and book-liki materials automatically requires the revision of Rule r to exclud,e music,
phono records, etc.
Rule 5b (Work of Changing Authorship) NIr. Lubetzky agreed with
_
the rnany people at rhe McGill rnstitute who saicl this exception should
be dropped.
Rules 7-8 (Editions and Translations) These two rules are to tre rewritten in line with the decision of the code Revision commitree ar
Midwinter 196r that collocation of all editions and translations of an
individual work may nor always be desirable. It "is needed only for those
Volume .1,Number q, FaIl, tg6t
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works which an individual library holds in a number of editions or for
authors, of which an individual library holds a numelous or confusing
variety of titles. When collocation is desired, it should be accomplished by
-eutrr of the main entry. When it is not desired, the relationships between
editions should be explained by means of notes on the catalog cards."
In the revision of Rule 7,7cis to be expanded to cover works of international organizations published simultaneously in editions in various
languages.fhe criteria io be followed will be those governing the names
of such bodies. 7d is to be cancelled. The changes in 7c and 7d were
decisions of the Steering Committee, December 3o.
Rule raa /Concordances and Indexes) The Code Revision Committee
clecided Janu)ry 3o, 196r, that this ruie should be re-worked to omit
referencei to r.,Lji.t hiadings and. to indicate that concordances should
have an added entry for the work concordanced.
Rule z3c (Work of Several Divisions of a Corporate Body) At the same
meering tlie Committee agreed that the wording here should be changed
to "o.te or more divisions acting for the corporate body as a whole."
Rules 27, 93, and 47a were reconsidered thoroughly by the Code
Revision Committee, July 7-8, 196r, in the attempt to provide for entry
of some corporate bodies under place or jurisdiction. Every alternative
method pro osed was thoughtfully considered and €ach was found to
involve such difficulties in application or such illogic in results as to be
unacceptable. The verdict was to uphold the substance of these plesent
draft rules.
Rule 4z (work of National or Local Jurisdiction) was also.upheld at
the above meeting, but the elimination of the form subheading "Laws,
statutes, etc." received a much slimmer majority than the conversion to
standard titles of "Declaration of Independence," "Constitution," and
"Treaties, etc."
Rule 7z (Serials under Title) was revised by the Committee, J-"ly 8-'
because oi the objection to having three choices with no indicated preference. The revised rule will incorporate the following ideas: "A serial
which has undergone changes of title should be entered under the successivetitles which it has bolne. If collocation of the whole file is desired,
as in the caseof a serial which has ceasedpublication, the entry should be
under the last title."
Implementation of the CorJe.While not a mattel of rule, it should be
of general interest to know that a substantial majority of all those present
at ihe July 8 meeting were prepared to recommend to their directors
that thd new rules bJimplemenfed primarily for new authors only and
with only a very limitecl effort being made to change establishedheadings.
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Studiesand Surveysin Progress
MenreN SeuNnn
Enoch Pratt Free Library
CATALOG

CODE REVISION STUDIES

z. New York Headings, prepared by Rudolf Engelbarts.
Mr. Engelbarts' study lists the enrries under New york found in the
catalog. rn parallel columns rhe entries are given in the form sancYCL+
tioned by ccR. The list contains about 66o headings, of which about zg
percent would be changed according to the rlraft Code.
. _ 3' survey of State-supported colleges and l]niversities According to
ALA and CCR Rules, by Roger P. Brisrol.
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REVIEW
Keyes D. Metcalf. Cooperation arnong
Maine Libraries. A Report Prepared
for the Larger Li,braries of Maine'
Cambridge, Massachusetts, r96r.
This report was financed by a grant
from the Council on Library Resources
to Bowdoin College. Mr. Metcalf, who
has been involved at some point in the
development of each of the three cooperative storage libraries now oPerating in the United States and has
thought and written much about other
aspects of library cooperation, was
particularly well qualified to make the
survey and write this report. His introductory remarks on the general
problems o[ library cooperation are
not intended to aPply only to Maine
and while for the most Part not new,
since much of this material is an acknowledged summary of some of his
own earlier writings, they deserve frequent restatement and re-reading by
all librarians. One can hope that with
sufficient repetition more librarians
will not only acknowledge the truth of
these fundamental facts and their consequences,but some day begin to act
in accordance with them instead of, as
now, acting as if they did not exist or
were of no pertinence.
Mr. Metcalf's specific suggestionsfor
cooperative Programs by Maine libraries sound reasonable and probably are
reasonable; no one, last of all this reviewer, who has not himself made a
survey of Maine libraries comparable
to Mr. Metcalf's, is in a Position to
judge. I must admit, though, to a
curiosity about his statement that
"Since libraries in the State of Maine
are as isolated from large collections
in other parts of the countrY as any
group of libraries, with the excePtion
of those in the Rocky Mountain States
and in some parts of the South, it is
evident that reseatchers in the State
"Toa
are sorely handicapped.
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present midwesterner who was brought
up on the Pacific Coast it seems that
Maine libraries are as near to major
library research collections as most
other libraries. I maY be wrong, and
the only reason I raise the point at all
is that I think his specific suggestions
for Maine, tike his general remarks,
are probalrly adaptable to a good
many other areas. Considered as general recommendations rather than as
the specific recommendations their author intended, several are deserving of
wide attention.
The first of these is his recommendation that the Maine State Library
ought to accept a definite responsibility for acquiring and cataloging as
promptly as possible all newly-published Maine material, that is for material by Maine authors, about Maine,
and published in Maine including the
official publications of State and local
governments, and for making catalog
cards for this material available to
others for the cost of preparing the
extra cards. In addition he recommends that one coPy of every new
entry for Maine material be sent to
the National Union Catalog. A related
suggestion is that a union list of
Maine items held by all Maine libraries be prepared and Published with
the State of Maine making an aPPropriation for editing and publication.
Although there may be some states for
which these recommendations should
be modified (for the New York State
Library to try to catalog all material
published in New York, for examPle,
would be unnecessary duplication) in
general it would apPear that if this
recommendation is sound for Maine,
it is sound for most states.
A second suggestion of general interest is his recommendation against
a complete union catalog of the holdings of the seven major libraries of
Maine, either in each library or only
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in one. The possible benefits, he concludes, do not nearly justify the costs.
His related recommendation for a
union list of the holdings in Maine
libraries of serials, periodicals, and
newspapers, of microreproductions, of
expensive and important but infrequently used research sets, of all publications produced befo,re r7oo, of
American publications before r8or,
and of all volumes in rare book collections (he suggests including books
valued today ar more rhan $5o) is perhaps less widely applicable. Also less
generally applicable may be his recommendadon for supplemenring the
union lists just mentioned with detailed descriptions, rather than complete listings, of special collections,
and of the official documents of Maine,
the U. S. Government, and of other
states, countries, and international
organizations.
In the area of cooperative acquisitions Mr. Metcalf recommends a program in which each library would
spend lwo per cent of its budget for
books and periodicals for periodicals
not now received in the state. He estimates that the two per cent spent in
this way might increase the current
and future periodical receipts by perhaps 35 per cent. Percentagesfor ruch
a program would undoubtedly vary in
other areas, but a program like this
would seem particularly promising for
college libraries in most areas. Ife also
recommends cooperation in the acquisition of U. S. documenrs.
Another recommendation (that the
participating librarians agree not to
buy a book or set costing more than
fifty dollars without checking the proposed union catalog to see i{ another
copy is available and the spending of
the proposed sum on something else
not. in the state) has elements of applicability elsewhere and the merit of
being practical. But while the ground
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of cost is a simple and practical criterion, one might quesrion its logic in
a more general application. Five tens
make fifty, and the catalog costs are
five times as great. Logic would put
the selection on the ground of use if
practical methods of selection could
be determined so that the potential
cooPerative savings were not consumed
in delays and in decision-making time.
A final recommendation of Mr.
Metcalf's deserves special note. He
says, "It is further recommended that
the librarians should keep in mind
that, in spite of increased inter-library
loan between Maine libraries, as research work in their institutions increases in amount, their calls on the
Iarger libraries outside Maine may and
probably should increase to such an
extent as to become an undue burden
on privately endowed institutions such
as Harvard and Yale. If and when
this occurs, I recommend that the
Maine libraries be prepared to reach
an agreement with these institutions
to pay for the actual cost of interlibrary loan when books are borrowed,
perhaps on the basis of two dollars
for each volume borrowed. If this is
agreed upon, I think it would be
found that Flarvard, Yale, Columbia,
and other universities would be more
liberal in their interlibrary loan poli
cies and it should help the whole
situation at a comparatively small
cost." The suggestion of payment for
inter-library loans is not new, and
while it is here applied to Maine
libraries, presumably he would extend
it to all libraries. There is not space
here to discuss all the implications of
this suggestion, particularly since they
have been previously considered by
many others. It is, however, interesting
to see the idea is by no means dead.Gordon Williams, Director, Miduest
Inter-Library Center, Chicago
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(Fraser) z7o-28o.
_.
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Veaner, Allen B. "Developments in Copying Methods, 19,6o." rrg-rzg.
Voigt, Melvin J. "Frarey Resignation from
LRTS)' t67.
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"RTSD Executive Secretary," 166.
"RTSD President's Report," 327-33r.
Wadsworth, Robert W. Order Procedures:
A Manual (Bird) review, 94-96.
Wagman, Frederick H. Stud'i'es in Library
Administration Problems (Metcalf) review, 248-249.
Werrnr,oo. IJxrvnnsrrv. Lrnnenv. "Experiment in the Use of the Revised Code
of Cataloguing Rules" (Beckman) z16220.
Welch, Helen. "Remarks at the RTSD
Membership Meeting, ryil:'
325-337.
Westby, Barbara. "Regional Groups," 338340.
Williams, Gordon. Cooperation Among Libraries (Metcalf) review, 344-345.
Wrr-sor,l,H. W., Conarerv. "Wilson Com'
pany Cataloging Changes" (Colburn)
ztz-216.
Wright, Wyllis E. "Comparison of Results of Use of CCR Draft Code versus
Present ALA Rules," 186-r88.

AND CLAS,SIFICATION ISSUE

tion in Libraries" (Arch C. Gerlach)
Two regular features, "Current Concentrates of the Library World" and
"This Works for Us," also deals with cataloging and classification.
single copies of special Libraries are available Ior 15( each frorn special
Libraries Association, 3r East roth Street, New York 3, New York.
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Librar^t Resourcesb Technical Seruices

qnnouncing publicorion of the new

CHILDREN'S CATALOG
lOth edition
When you need information on children's books
o for purchasing o for cataloging o for reference o for rebinding, discarding, and replacing
c for teaching courses in book selection you'll
find authoritative guidance, fast, in CHILDREN'S
CATAI,OG. I96I.
3,310 fully-entered books
oll of them proved in use
c o m p l e t eb i b l i o g r o p h i c o li n f o r m o t i o n
Dewey Decimol clossificotions
suggestedsubiect heodings
bosed on Seors List of SubiectHeodings
onnolotions showing contenl ond scope
e v o l u o t i o n sb y e s t o b l i s h e dr e v i e w i n g m e d i o
oppropriote grode levels
title ond outhor onolytics
n o m e s o n d o d d r e s s e so f p u b l i s h e r s
4 onnuol supplements
to odd opproximotely I 100 titles

The price of the l0th edition includes
suppremenfseryice lhrough t965 . . . $l2
s i n c e1 9 0 9 - o s t o n d o r d i n c h i l d r e n ' sl i b r o r i o n s h i p
for immediote delivery-order

your copies now from

THEH. VY.WILSON CO'YIPANY
95O Universify Avenue

New York 52

Lotin-AmericqnBooks
Free on request
our catalogs nos. 283 and 285 of materials newly acquired under our
Latin-American Co-operative Acquisitions Project (LACAP).
Over 3000 titles including many new and recent imprints from
psvu Centrql Americq
!6uqdev - ffis1i6e Chile Bolivio -

Later catalogs will list additional materials arriving from these countries and will be expanded to cover acquisitions from
pqrqgucly VEngTuElq
Uruguoy Colombiq Argenlino -

STECHERT-HAFI\ER,Inc.
F O U N D E DI N N E W Y O R K 1 8 7 2
T he W orld's Leading I nternational Boolpellers

31 EAST l0th STREET,NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

Expert Serai,ceon

MAGAZINESUBSCRIPIIONS
for

AIl IIBRARIES
a
foxon's librqrionsGuide
free on request
,*
For the very best subscription
service at comPetitive Pricesask about our Till Forbidden
plan.
,*

C0.,lNC.
F.W.FAXoN
83-91 Froncir Stroet Borion 15, Molr"

Conlinuous librory Service
Since 1886

Back issuesof

LibraryResources
E Technical
Services
are available from the Division. They are priced at $r.25
each. Orders for five or more
c o p i e s( s a m ei s s u eo r a s s o r t e d )
are $r.oo each.
Address orders to:
Executive Secretary
Resourcesand'Iechnical
ServicesDivision
American Library
Association
5o E. Huron Street
Chicago rr, Illinois

